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in Estancia Valley Federals Defeat Insurgents and Taft, Is Honorary, and Root Ac Puts It Straight to Demagogues Proposition That World's Cham- Pleads With Delegates to
Who Are Defaming New
and Other Sections Reaches
tive President of the Magnicard Partisanship for
Again Occupy City of
pionship Games Be SuperGuerrero.
Acute Stage.
Mexico
ficent Foundation.
seded by New Method
Patriotism

Destitution

Governor William J. Mills, Terrlto- - j At the Front, Rancho Santiago Near
rial Treasurer II. A. Otero and Terri-- j Pedernales, Dec. 14. In yesterdays'
engagement the revolutionists fought
torial Auditor William G. Sargent General
Navarro to a standstill, alwere busy today checking off the war-- j though inferior in numbers, seventy-fou- r
rants paid by the Territory during j
persons were known to have
the year. These will be burnt. The been killed by both sides. Navarro
total amount represented by them fig- took no prisoners. It is contrary to
his orders, and in his camp today
ures up ?948,739.22 this year.
there were no wounded of either side.
Territorial Funds.
The bayonet had completed the work
Tentorial Treasurer M. A. Otero to- of the bullet. The battle was inde11
day received from W. M. Robbins of cisive in its results. It began at uno'clock in the forenoon, and lasted
Sierra county $4,073.84; from Game til four in the
afternoon, taking place
Warden Thomas P. Gable $26.
near the village of Cerro Prieto, a hunDestitution in Estancia Valley.
dred miles west of Chihuahua. Two
A meeting has been called for Es- hundred revolutionists had occupied
tancia on Saturday to discuss the mat- the hills the previous night, and
when General
with 450 of his
ter of taking care of the many desti- advance guard,Navarro, east of the
passed
tute families in the Estancia valley, hills, the insurgents opened fire but
who on account of the drouth, face did little, damage owing to the long
the winter without any resources range. When the field pieces came
up, Navarro shelled the
whatsoever.
Captain Fre"d Fornoff of who retreated slowly, firinginsurgents,
from the
will
attend
the
the Mounted Police
of adobe houses. At 4 o'clock
shelter
From other sections, espe- their
meeting.
ammunition being low, they took
cially of eastern New Mexico, come up a
at the base of a range
stories of the direst destitution and of lowposition
five miles southwest.
mountains
to
take
need
of
the
organized charity
no fighting today despite
was
There
care of the most helpless cases.
the proximity of the forces. During
Notaries Public Appointed.
the fighting on Sunday, the insurgents
Governor Mills today appointed the
were reinforced by 230, and 200 more
Lloyd
public:
following notaries
was stated that
Hunsaker of Albuquerque, Bernalillo arrived tonight, and it
there will be 400 more
by
county; Dennis J. Devine of Springer, frommorning
the west of here.
.

Colfax county.

Supreme Court.
The Territorial Supreme Court will
convene on January 3, at the capitol,
to close the 1910 term. The 1911 term
will begin on January 14. Thus far,
cases are on the calendar
twenty-fiv- e
and as set will occupy the court until
January 23. Today, Supreme Court
Clerk Jose D. Sena sent the mandate
of the court in the Albuquerque mayoralty case to the Duke City.
Water Rights Decisions.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today handed down decisions in"
the following cases:
No. 516, by Arthur Castauguay et al.
of Farmington. Application rejected
on the grounds that the water asked
to be appropriated in this application
is not subject to appropriation through
the office of the territorial engineer.
Only such natural waters as are running in a natural stream or water
course are subject to appropriation.
Applicant notified by letter of December 13th, 1910.
No. 515, by C. R. Coffin" of Hope,
Eddy county. Application rejected on
the grounds that the law of 1909 takes
away the supervision of this office in
the appropriation of water for stock
Applicant notified by let
purposes.

ter

of December 13th, 1910.
No. 4S9, by Elton Smith of Rosa, Rjo
Arriba county. Remarks: This application is approved subject to prior

rights.

!

No. 490. by W. B. Chockley of Rosa,
Rio Arriba county. This application
is approved subject to. prior rights.
Permission is granted to appropriate
as high as 1,000 acre feet if necessary when beneficially used upon the
land described in this application.
No. 491, by George W. Smith of
Rosa, Rio Arriba county. This appli-- i
cation is approved subject to prior
rights. Permission is granted to ap-

propriate as high as 1,000 acre feet
if necessary when beneficially used
upon the land described in this application.
Work on these last three applications is to he commenced not later
to be
than June 4, 1911.
completed on or before December 14,
1911. Whole of work to be completed
on or before December 14, 1912. Time
for application to a beneficial use December 14, 183.
Mr. Sullivan leaves tomorrow on an
inspection ,trip. His itinerary will be
One-fift-

h

December 15th, Albuquerque, Alvara-dhotel; December 16 and 17,
Grand Central hotel; December
19, Artesia, Will Benson; Dec. 20 and
21, Carlsbad, J. W. Lewis; December
22 and 25, Lakewood, H. C. Holcomb;
December 26 to 30, Santa Fe.
Restoring Mesa Verde Ruins.
Jesse Nusbaum, official protograph-e- r
of the School of American Archaeology, today mailed to Dr. Edgar L.
Hewett at Washington, an album of
superb photographs showing the spectacular cliff dwelling ruins in the
Mesa Verde National Park Just across
the New Mexico boundary in Colorado. Side by side, are shown the ruins,
before restoration, and after restoration
by the staff of the School of
American Archaeology, and they furnish a striking proof of the value of
the work done this fall at an expense
to the Colorado Archaeological .Society of only $1,500.
Constitutions Released.
Assistant Territorial Secretary E.
F. Coard this afternoon received tele-- .
graphic permission from Secretary of
the Interior R. A. Ballinger to mall
the constitutions printed upon order
of the constitutional convention and a
carload was thereupon sent out on
this evening's trains to be followed by
other shipments daily until all of the
100,000 copies are sent out.
o

Ros-wel-

.

-

l,

Washington, Dec. II. Andrew Carnegie today transferred to the board
of trustees, ten million dollars in 5ve
per cent first mortgage bonds, the
revenue of which is to be used "to
hasten the abolition of international
war," and establish a lasting world
peace. The formal transfer was made
at a meeting in the rooms of the
Carnegie Research Foundation. The
trustees organized by electing Sena
tor Elihu Root president. President
Taft has consented to be the honorary
president of the foundation. The
method by which the income, which
amounts to half a million dollars an
nually, is to be expended, is left entirely with the trustees. The foundation is to be perpetual. The trustees
include Nicholas Murray Butler, Joseph H. Choate, Dr. Charles W. Eliot,
President Emeritus of Harvard University, John W. Foster, former secretary of state, James L. Slayden, Congressman from San Antonio, Texas,
Andrew D. White, former ambassador
to Germany, .1. G. Schmidlapp, railroad man of Cincinnati, Charlemagne
Tower, former ambassador to Ger
many and Russia, Oscar Straus, ambassador to Turkey, Senator tTohn
Sharp Williams of Mississippi, George
W. Perkins, of New York, and others
prominent in civil life.

Carnegie Has Given Away $180,000,000 New Yorlf, Dec. 14. Andrew Carneeie s gitt or jio.uuu.uw ior me miHorrible Barbarities.
therance of international peace brings
At Front, Dec. 14. In an interview the total of his benefactions to some
with the Associated Press correspondFVeyJthree
thing like $180,000,000.
ent, General Navarro said he expected millions of this sum have been given
serious fighting from now on. He ad- in
libraries, and $20,000,000 to small
mitted that the insurgents are brave,
in the United States.
colleges
but declared the lack of military orwill
defeat them in the end.
ganization
AND CURREN
It was confirmed that the government SALAZAR
APPOINTMENTS CONFIRMED.
troops are converging on this point
from Parral and Sonora. The Parral
Andrews Asks for Five Thou
forces are bringing rapid fire guns. If Delegate
sand Dollars to Drill Two Test
the revolutionists are to win they
'Veils In Union County.
must destroy Navarro in order to contend with the new forces. Horrible
Washington, Dec. 14. The Senate
instances of the barbarity of the camconfirmed the appointment of
today
occurred
after the battle. Every
paign
Salazar of Las Vegas to be
Enrique
man in Cerro Prieto was brought before the mayor to prove his innocence receiver of the U. S. land ofilce at
of participation in the revolt. Thirty Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county, and
could not And they were taken out of A. E. Curren of Clovis, to be regand shot. General
Navarro places ister of that office.
Two Test Wells.
his own dead at one captain, one lieuDelegate Andrews introduced a bill
tenant and twelve soldiers. Twenty-sevewere severely wounded. Among providing for the digging of two test
the latter was General Brandon, spe- wells for the public use on the SE.
of Section 11, Township 20, Range
cial correspondent of the Mexican
of Section. 28,
Herald, and champion middle weight 34, and the NW
wrestler in Mexico. Five insurgents Township 18, Range 3G. The bill apwho ran out of ammunition surrender- propriates $5,000 for that purpose
ed and were bayonetted. The most to be expended under the superserious loss, of the insurgents was in vision of the board of commissioners
an adobe house wrecked by a shell. of Union county.
The Associated Press correspondent
ENTOMBED
counted fifteen dead near the house, TWENTY-TWMINERS ARE DEAD.
almost equally divided between insurgents and regulars. Many were
Explosion in a West Virginia and
stripped of their clothing.
Washington Coal MineCreate
Guerrero Has Fallen.
Fatal Havoc.
Washington, Dec. 14. The Mexican
federal troops have completely routBluefield, W. Va., Dec. J4. An ex
ed the revolutionists in Chihuahua
in the mine of the Bond Coal
plosion
and captured the city of Guerrero, acencording to a telegram from Ambassa- Company, in. Wise county today
miners. The latdor Wilson at Mexico City. "This tombed twenty-sicleared the state of Chihuahua and est reports indicate that twenty-twother parts of the country," said Mr. of the entombed miners are dead.
Fatal Explosion.
Wilson, "of all organized resistance to
'Seattle, Wash., Dec. 14. Five men
the government."
were injured and two were killed in
Battle was a Draw.
Rancho de Santiago, Dec. 14 There the workings of the Northwestern Im was no fighting yesterday as erron- provement Company's mine at Ravof an explosion
eously reported nor was thers any ensdale as the result
of gas in No. 4 west entry at noon
No
reason
today.
flevelopod during
smoulthe day to change the Judgment thai yesterday. Fire, which had been
in older workings of the mine,
dering
Sunday's fight .was drawn. General had eaten
through into the gangway.
Navarro's official report places the
number of insurgent dead at eighty,
COUNTY IS
but independent investigation cannot GUADALUPE FOR CONSTITUTION.
confirm this, but it is argued that had
he killed eighty, It was his plain duty
That Major
Sena
to finish the remnant of the Insurg- George Will BeTelephones
Big Larrazolo Will
ity
ents in their presumably demoralized
Talk at Santa Rosa.
state. The fact that they camped
within field glass sight of Navarro Deputy Probate Clerk George Sena,
is said to indicate anything but de- an energetic official of Guadalupe
moralization.
The insurrectos place county and a staunch Republican, teletheir own dead at nineteen and their phones the New Mexican that Guadaat ten. The Associated lupe county will give a good majority
wounded
Press
saw thirty-thre- e for the constitution. On Saturday, the
correspondent
dead but was unable to determ- Republicans of that county will hold
ine to which side they belong. The a rally at Santa Rosa. On December
government officials insist that Nava 24, the day before Christmas, O. A.
rro has split the revolutionists into Larrazolo will address a mass meetsmall bands while the latter state ing in Guadalupe county. Larrazolo
that they are stronger than ever and will also speak at Albuquerque and
the near future.
predict an early battle In which they Old Albuquerque in whirl-wincamwill outnumber Navarro and defeat After New Year a
paign for the adoption of the constihim.
.
tution will be made in every county.
HATTIE LEBLANC IS
ACQUITTED OF MURDER. KANSAS CITY POLICE
ARE STILL BAFFLED.
Verdict was Cheered by Crowd
Have Not Yet Right Man in QuadruCourt Room Judge's Charge
ple Murder Case and More ArFavored Accused.
rests Will FJUIow.
Cambridge. Mass.. Dec. 14. Hattie
Kansas City, Dec. fi. The police
old
17
French
the
LeBlanc,
year
girl, officials said today that other arrests
was today acquitted of the charge of
are expected in connection with the
murdering Clarence F. Glover, a quadruple murder on the Bernhardt
laundrymen of Waltham. a year aeo farm, for which John;;
Feagle, Sam
The verdict was cheered by the crowd Bailey and Ike
former em
Whitsett,
in the court room. The Judge's charge ployes and
of Bernhardts
neighbors
to the Jury favored the defendant are under arrest.
admit that
The girl had been Imported from Ca they do not believeThey
that they have
nada by a whito slaver.
yet arrested the right man.
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Bazaar and Music Contributed
to Festivities, Again To- -

Dis- -

morrow Night.

Roswell, N. M., Dec. U. James F.
The formal opening of St. VinNew York, Dec. 14. Boih the Xa-- '
Calling on the Democrats of Santa
Hinkle, one of the wheel horses of timal and American baseball leagues Fe county to view the matter of adopt- cent's new sanitarium was held
New Mexico Democracy, today made hold their annual meetings here today, ing the constitution on January 21, night, with a bazaar, a Spanish sii)h
the following appeal to his fellow There seems little doubt of the re-- rather as citizens than members of a per and music by the Military band.
Democrats for the approval of the con-- ! election of Thomas L. Lynch to the political party, General Charles F. There was a
large attendance and
stitutlon:
presidency of the National, possibly Easley delivered a strong speech this every detail of the affair wrs looked
afternoon at the court house In openFor twenty-fiv- e
alter so that it proved a splendid
years and more ev- - j for a three year term. Ben Johnson ing the Democratic
county convenery convention of the two great par-- ! was lust year elected to the presiden-- tion, called to elect thirteen delega- success.
one admired the beauEvery
to the territorial convention
ties, have passed resolutions asking cy of the American for a twenty year tes
The con- tiful building which has already been
for statehood. It has been an issue term, and that league probably will which meets on Saturday.
Uncame to order at 2:15 p. m. described in the Xew Mexican.
in every campaign.
Then why in the not occupy more than two hours toj vention
the soft glow of many electric
der
with
The!
Arthur
Chairman
business.
routine
of
Its
Seligman
name of common sense, should we perform
one thing which gives promise of dis-- the county committee presiding. Se- lights, and with the tasteful decoraof the room in which the baquibble or hesitate, when the thing cussion in both
leagues is the posRl-- l cretary A. P. Hill was instructed to tions
so long sought, is at our door. The isble discussion of a new schedule, the! read the call. Two score or more zaar was held, the new sanitarium
sue, as to what thd constitution
a bower of beauty.
plan of which Garry Herrmann has persons, nearly all delegates, were in was
should contain, as between the Re- advocated.
Certainly the dining room in which
He favors a schedule of the hall, when the convention came
publican and Democratic parties was 112 games for each league, which to order and listened
the
wa served is excelled by
attentively as no supper in the
made and well defined, in the cam- would carry the season to the middle
other
southwest and it
was
call
in
the
read
English and then
was the cynosure of as many eyes
paign for election of delegates to the of August. Then start, a series of
in Spanish.
in all
constitutional convention.
games, sixty-fou- r
As stated in the call , the conven- as were the pretty booths presided
The result was the election of 71 Each club will thus play 176 games be- tion was
called to select thirteen de- over by still prettier maidens who
Republicans and 29 Democrats. Any tween April 10 and October 15. The legates to the state or territorial con- sold fancy articles throughout the
one who kept up with the proceed- old world's championship will be elimvention which meets at the Capitol evening.
that the on
The sale of fancy thin- i will beings of the convention during its ses- inated. It being calculated
Saturday afternoon.
at 2 p. m. tomorrow when a secsion, Is fully satisfied that the ground team winning the greatest of number
gin
Charles F. Easley was elected temwas well fought over, and the mea- of games the whole season will be de-- !
without dissent. A. ond evening fete will be held and it
chairman
porary
sure as put forth, a very liberal com- serving of the real world's champion- J. Loomls was elected
will continue until 10 p. m. All fantemporary sepromise. It Is the work and concen- ship title. President Ban Johnson cretary. A. P. Hill was
cy work and articles not sold by 9
unanimously
Amersus of opinion, not only of the major- says it is not probable that the
p. m. will be disposed of by the aucChairchosen
temporary
interpreter.
to the
ity politically, but of the majority of ican League will take kindly
man Easley then made a ringing ad- tion process. There is bound to be
the convention, for In the end 91 of plan for next season at least.
dress in favor of the adoption of the lots of fun. The supper will be Berv-ethe one hundred memuers gave it
from 5 to 7 P. m. and those who
constitution After thanking the con
their endorsement, and only
no great fondness for the highhave
seven is out. of the
act.
of
the
honor
for
for
the
ventlon
he
conferred,
question
seasoned
food of the Spanish menu
ly
oppose, two being absent.
seleccontiued: "I do not know how many
says these lands to be
I think New Mexico has been sadly Congress
ted cannot be sold for less than $3 per of you delegates feel about this mat- will find many other delicacies to
misrepresented at home-a- s well as acreMn western New Mexico and $5 ter of the ratification of the constitu- tempt their palates.
Tomorrow will be a great day at
abroad on more than one occasion. in eastern Xew Mexico and then when tion as I do. 1 believe this is a quesThese catch phrases, so often used by sold must be to the highest bidder. tion not for party dictation but a per- the sanitarium and those who wish'
office seeking politicians, about "the Just to show our good faith in this, to sonal one. I find that there are some to enjoy a delicious meal in one of
gang," "the ring", "the corporations," those on the west side of Albuquer- men, who are Republicans in princi- the most beautiful dining rooms of
"the trusts," "the interests," and the que and Santa Fe who contend that ple, who will oppose the constitution, the land; those who still have a
"railroads" are aptly illustrated by an these rich lands to oe selected in east- and I find many who will vote for it. Christmas present or two to purexpression ef our late friend honest ern Xew Mexico, will be stolen we will The same with the Democrats. I find chase; and finally those who wish to
help the sanitarium will surely turn
Jerry Simpson when he said "rail- stand back and give them the first some for it and some against it."
tomorrow afternoon and evening.
roads were useful in more than one bid, and we will give them a year of
Mr. Easley referred to the conven- out
way to get in on.'
grace to make up their minds about tion at Albuquerque and then resumI do not relieve ali'these charges, it. it 'is an absurdity, Tfease lanl! ed:
'Taid remains foryou in this FOUGHT THIRTY YEARS
FOR LAND GRANT.
they are not borne by facts or results. cannot be sold at the price mention- convention to determine whether or
I think New Mexico has been hon- ed. We know this with the example not this is to be made a
matpartisan
estly and well governed in the past. of Texas, having similar, and adjoin- ter. We are peculiarly situated in Death of Mrs. L. S. King, One of Most
Famous Women Litigants in
It will compare favorably with any ing lands selling at $1 per acre on this county in some respects and esUnited States.
state in the union. I think it will be forty years time at 3 per cent. How- pecially in respect to the provision of
can be, and will be the
act granting a million
equally so under statehood. There ever these lands
enabling
Denver, Colo., Dec. 14. Mrs. Leano
are those who make the same charges leased, and together with the present acres of land to pay the railroad bondS. King, known to the supreme court
as to Chaves county when the records income from lands now owned by the ed indebtedness. When we become a
the United States and the United
is over
show that the people know, its affairs Territory which I understand
state that burden will be taken from of
States Congress as one of the most
one hundred thousand dollars for the this
and we thus increase the famous
have been well and honestly conductcounty
woman litigants who ever apschool fund, will increase the value of our
ed. It Is the same as to the affairs of public
property.
Hence, it
before those bodies, died at the
income from leased lands to nearly a seems to
peared
we
should
me,
consider this home of her
the city of Roswell.
half million dollars per annum. This matter rather from the
daughter, Mrs. N. K.
I give this as an illustration. That income will much more
standpoint of
Death resulted from complicathan offset the citizens than as
when you bring this thing close to additional cost for
(Appartisans."
tions arising from old age. Mrs.
judges, state off- plause.)
home and sift it out, it Is usually an
King was a member of one of the oldicers and costs on account of stateJohn
Carlos
Bock
Abreu,
and
exaggeration. A case of the three hood. Some of these school lands now
est and most highly connected famiTorres were appointed a com- lies of
black crows. owned by the Territory, that is secKentucky. She was the widow
on credentials and the convenHowever, I think the day not far tion 16 and 36 in the Artesian belt mittee
of former Governor John Quincy
a
recess.
tion
took
distant when this kind of "muckrak- and where water rights can be had, or
Adams King of Kentucky, a grandThe committee on credentials reing" politics is doomed. When the developed, should be sold while water
daughter of General John E. King of
that
1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10,
demagogue and the political grafter rights can be secured. ,Now they will ported 3 9, precincts
Revolutionary war fame, a cousin of
20, 21, 22, had no delegates Rufus
who attempt such will get the an- bring in many instances $30 to $75 11, 13,
King, vice president of the Uniin the convention.
of the
Outside
cient hen fruit where he should. per acre, later when all the water is.
ted States when Franklin Pierce was
the
precincts,
following delegates
and a great granddaughter
When the hypocrite can not success appropriated they will only bring the city
were seated: Precinct 2, Isabel Orte- president,
of Lord Valentine King of England.
fully say (while taking a drink in the grazing land price.
fi, J. D. L. A. Canillo, A. C. de
For
Another objection Is the exemption ga;
back room with the fellows who startyears Mrs. King's fight
Baca; 7, David Frampton, Francisco for a thirty land
ed the inspiration in the audience) of new railroads for six years. This M.
large
grant, upon which a
B.
F.
Gonzales,
Jose S
"Wasn't that the dope to hand out." is the law now, and most of the rail- Gonzales; 9, Flavio Giitner, Teodoro large part of the city of Trinidad, CoValencia,
lorado, now stands, has been in the
The people are going to vote their roads here have been built under it,
Duran, Antonio S. Gomez; 12, Felici-an- supreme court at
to
each
division
from
and
it
applies
Washington. She
judgment and not sentiment
o
Eusebio
Lobato,
14,
Gonzales;
made numerous trips there to further
As to the constitution, I think the the time operated. This may be an
Martinez; 15, Jose H. Maestas;
ultimate Judgment, will be that it Is inducement for them to build and it 16, John Block, Carlos Alarid; 23, her interests until a few years ago
a good one. The members of the may not be, but the fact remains, that Martin Gonzales; 24, Noberto S. Tor- and became known as the second
Mrs. Gaines.
if they do not build, there Is no exres. The city precincts were repreconvention, were as a whole able and
Mrs. King's claim arose as the rebroad men, and did their work well, emption, or no taxes after six years.
as
follows:
sented
another fact. The railsult of a suit in which her husband
and in a spirit of fairness and liber- And there is
The delegates from Precinct No. 3 was
roads that are HERE would like to
attorney. It was a suit over the
ality.
see this law repealed. They no doubt were: David Rodriguez, Candelario old Leitensdoerfer grant, upon which
I do not think we should support think
Carlos
Jurnx Pacheco,
Trinidad now stands. The case was
they have the Territory pretty Martinez,
the constitution with faint praise, or well covered,
and therefore are not Abreu, Luis Lujan, Severiano Rive- tried before Judge Moses Hallett, and
condemn" It for the omissions. There
anxious to offer Induce- ra, Ramon Trujillo y Lopez and Julio Attorney Ben Butler, known to all old
are those among us who would amend particularly
ments to others to build. It seems to Sena.
timers in Colorado, was the opposing
the Bible if the opportunity offered, me we want that exemption to remain
The delegates from Precinct No. IS counsel. Governor King was victorand who do amend the ten command- now, and it is not the question of the were:
A. J. Loomis, Ramon Ami-jo- , ious, but on the day on which
Judge
ments to their liking. So it is be- wisdom of such laws.
D. C. Allard, Arthur Seligman and hallett handed down
his decision
of
to
the
to
school
is
yond
Frank Butt. The alternates selected Governor King died.
There nothing the negro
range
possibility
get
an instrument to suit all. It seems question argument. That will satis were: Jack Donovan, Leonardo DuMrs. King was offered $10,000 as
to me the "omission" argument is the factorily settle itself in each commun ran, Petrolino Armijo, Meliton Casti- payment for her husband's
services,
weakest of all. That is not the ques- ity. It always has. As to the fran- llo and Ascension Rael.
but refused the sum as incommensurto
which
some
us.
We have solely to do chise clause,
tion before
object
The delegates from Precinct No. 17 ate with the service he had performed
with what" the proposed constitution who are not acquainted with condi were: Jas. w. Norment, G. Volney and the magnitude of the interests incontains. What it does not contain tions in New Mexico and a few who Howard, Nemesio Armijo and Gus volved. The coal lands affected since
is an after consideration in years to are prejudiced, it is only fair and' Hunter. The alternates are: Juan have become worth many millions.
In a second suit Mrs. King was vicjust, and as it should be. And it is a Olivas, Alfredo Delgado, G. Sandoval,
come.
torious and was awarded several
We should Judge if there is any guarantee from the prospective major and E. Padilla.
to the possible minority, of good.
The delegates from Precinct No. 4 thousand acres of coal lands in paything vicious or radically wrong and ity and
justice for years to come.
if not assuming, that we are all for faith
Marcelino ment. This decision was taken to the
N. B. Laughlin,
were:
Because the initiative, the referen- statel ood, then we should vote for
Ortiz y supreme court at Washington.
P.
Jose
Hill,
dum and the recall are not In the con- - Garcia, Adolph
C.
F.
and
Baca
Easley.
is not sufficient excuse for
rt can be amended I fear too easily, stitutlon,
A committee on resolutions was ap- EXILED KING OF PORTUGAL
one who really wants statehood,
LIVES IN POVERTY.
for I am one who does not believe in any
to oppose It. To say the least, these pointed consisting of J, W. Norment,
contracts that are easily amended measures
Fellciano
Lobato
and
Flavio
Valencia,
are new.
have not
Rome, Dec. 14. The Tribune today
or broken, fqr after all this is a con- been sufficiently tried They
out that they G. Volney Howard. The convention prints an interview with a
Portuguese
tract between the people. In busi- can be adjudged entirely successful, took a receBS to permit the commit
personage whose name is not men- ness it is our experience that con- neither can
be condemned. It is tee to formulate its report.
they
tioned. but who Is said to be a protracts that are loose and easy to not a national party issue, because as
i minent
royalist, concerning Manuel
break or change often lead to dis- many Republican states as Democrat- WIRELESS PHONE. li
A GREAT SUCCESS. II, the exiled king of Portugal.
order. Might as well argue that mar- ic states have adopted the measures
Manuel, he says, is poverty stricken
14. Vladimir
Dec.
Copenhagen
riage contract should be easy to in one form or another.
and unable to choose a place of residamend.
To reject the constitution will hurt Poulsen, an inventor, has announced ence.
Owing to lack of money the
The principal objection seems to be in more ways than one. It will hurt that during the last few days he
the larjds.; The, fear, that if these are in a business way, no doubt, more maintained excellent wireless tele- dethroned king has been compelled
offered' for ' sale, that somebody will than the people realize. We will be phonic communication between sta- to accept the hospitality of the duke
of Orleans at Wood Norton, Ever-shasteal them..- I understand that imme- adjudged unfit. We will fall flat and tions 420 miles apart
England. For three months he
diately upon being admitted as a state remain so for years to come, so far
not
has
had means with which to
we get about eight million acres for as immigration and development
FLOODS
RAGE
SERIOUS
by
schools and other purposes. Of course new capital goes. We will be a health
IN NORTHERN ITALY. pay his servants.
Manuel hopes that he will be rewithout statehood, we get no lands. resort and nothing more. While on
Rome, Dec. 14. A heavy rainfall
So I am at a loss to understand how the other hand, to go in as a new continued today and the. floods in stored to power, Insisting that a rewe can lose by this, unless some state means an era of prosperity, new northern Italy are becoming more se- public in Portugal cannot exist His
arch grafter gets off with the whole
rious hourly. The Tiber river is 21 friends predict that a congress of the
feet above normal level.
powers will settle Portugal's affairs.
thing in the event of statehood. This
(Continued en Page Eight)
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exemplary damages.
In their petition the Chinese state
that
last September they were in posWe Guarantee to Cure Dyssession which permitted them to re
main in the United States as Chinese
pepsia. If We Fail the
laborers; that they returned to China,
Medicine Costs Nothing
taking the certificates with them, and
that just before starting back to the
To unquestionably prove to the STREET PAVING IN EL PASO
AND ALBUQUERQUE. United States
they mailed the certifipeople that indigestion anil dyspepsia
to June
cates in a
can be
permanently relieved and It Costs Property Owners a Little Lee a feu0wregistered letterin
San An
countryman
that Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will
Over Six Dollars Per Foot
to Insure safe delivery of the
tonio,
furwe
this
will
result,
bring about
for Bitulithic.
certificates. When they arrived here
nish this medicine absolutely free if
and demanded of Lee their certificates
it fails to give satisfaction to any one
Albuquerque, X. M., Dec. 14. For he handed them the empty envelope
it.
using
the purpose of discussing matters per- in which the certificates had been
The remarkable success of Rexall taining to the proposed paving of cer- mailed from China. Plaintiffs allege
Dyspepsia Tablets is due to the high tain streets of Albuquerque with the that the certificates were unlawfully
degree of scientific skill used in de- city officials, A. H. Johnson, president seized by federal officers. The attorvising their formula as well as to the of the Texas Bitulithic company, ar- - ' ney for the Chinamen states that $10,- cure exercised in their manufacture, rived here yesterday morning from El 000 is a modest valuation. It is a poor
whereby the well known properties Paso. Mr. Johnson makes his head- - Chinese laborer who cannot save $500
of
and Pepsin quarters in Dallas, Texas, but has a year. The average Chinaman re- have been combined with Carminati- been in El Paso for almost two years j mains in this country between 25 and
ves and other agents.
past, supervising the paving of many j 30 years and then, with his savings,
streets in that city. While here yes-- goes back to the Celestial empire a
e
are
and Pepsin
Mr. Johnson was shown about rich man in the eyes of his
constantly employed and recognized terday
town by Mayor Felix H. Lester. He
by the entire medical profession as
invaluable in the treatment of Indi expressed himself as much pleased
with conditions in Albuquerque and
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
gestion and dyspepsia.
said that he was of the Opinion that
PAZO OINTMENT is frimranteed to cure
Rexall
in
used
The Pepsin
Dyspepthe streets could be paved at- a cost any
case of TtchtnK. Blind. Hleeriliifror Prosia Tablets is prepared by a process of
in 6 to 14 days or money reapproximately $1,000 per block, truding Piles
60e.
funded.
which develops its greatest efficiency this
Acbeing a very liberal estimate.
Pepsin supplies to the digestive ap- cording to these figures, if property
paratus one of the most important owners were to be assessed for the
elements of the digestive fluid, and paving, it would average up approxi- IMPEHI4L LAUNDRY!
without It the digestion and assimila- mately $160 per twenty-fiv- e
foot lot,
tion of food are impossible.
lots to each
counting twenty-fou- r
The carmanitative possess proper- block, the lots on both sides of the For Best
Laundry Work
ties which aid in relieving the dis- street being counted. Providing the
Mr.
undito
turbances and pain caused by
go into the matter,
city cares
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
gested food. This perfect combina- Johnson will cause to be prepared an
a accurate estimate which may be used Returns Thursday and Friday.!
tion of these ingredients makes
remedy invaluable for the complete in the event the paving proposition AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
is submitted to the people.
relief of indigestion and dyspepsia.
Mr. Johnson said yesterday that El Mrs. PO. BROWN Apent-PhoDeNWe are so certain of this that we
is enthusiastically going after
Paso
Rexall
23 Red
Dyspepsia
urge you to try
Tablets on our own personal guaran- the paved streets and district after
Pass
the
Is
In
being paved.
tee. Three sizes, 25 cents, 5!) cents district
and $1.00. Remember you can obtain City the property owners pay forIf the
de-- j
Rexall Remedies only at Fischer's paving, making the payments,
sirable In five Installments. It is
Co.
Store
Drug
quite like'y '.hat a plan similar to the
one in force in El Paso, will be adopt- in the event Albuquerque decides
nmiv omiim no laied
to take up paving.

THE LITTLE STORE

WE HAVE THE GOODS

Times-Hustle-

FRESH GRCCERIES,
CHOICE FRESHXANDIES
FRESH NEW ENGLAND BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

TRY US.
Telephone No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGlSTf E TlL'KH M
ALL
CASH PUECHAStS

WE

WITH

8aBMa3B88KIHWlW

A

1

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

NEW LINE OF

Genuine Ebony Goods
MILITARY BRUSHES, MANICURE SETS etc.
SEE OUR

CHAFING DISHES AND TABLE KETTLES

j

These machines are fitted with Acolite Burners,
and there is nothing more useful in the home;
adapted to uses inumerable.j

Funeral of Ncrfnan Mayo This af-- ;
ternoon the funeral of Norman Mayo.j
son of J. B. Mayo, formerly of Santa
Fe county, took place at Albuquerque.
Mayo shot himself accidentally while
out hunting.
Romero Held for Grand Jury In
the case of Juan Romero, at Carrizozo,
Lincoln county in which Romero was
charged with assault with deadly

FRAmiftG TASTEFULLY

PICTURE

,

AND

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

IN THE CITY

Phone 39

TOOLS OF ALL KINDS,

i

It is Privilege That Chinamen Value
Highly and They Ask Damages
for Seizure of Certificates.

Austin, Texas, Dec. 14. It is worm
ten thousand dollars to a cninaman
We have received the first shipment
to b admitted into the United States, of Ball
Bearing Buggies with which
according to the contention in suits we
expect to stock our barn eventual
TJ.
court
S.
here
district
in
filed
the
and
weapon, examination was waived
are very high class rigs,
Romero bound over to await the action by two Chinese laborers. Ng Lee and ly. These
of the grand jury. The bond was fixed Ng Yoo. Alleging unlawful seizure of- euuipped with lights fulfilling the city
certificates, permitting them to re- ordinance.
at ?500 and was made.
Found Dead in His Waaon M. Mills imam m tms country, me unmamen
Give them a trial if you wisn to
ot Penasco, Chaves county, was found nave brought action against immigra-dea- find a marvellously light running1
secret
service operators
in his wagon near Mule Canon. tion officers,
vehicle!
His death was supposed to be from ap- - ana omciais or tne customs depart
m
uacn
metre,
asivs
carnages
piainun
poplexy. He had bought hay the day
.aen ceruncaie
WILLIAMS & BISB6
before at the Hickson ranch, and was me sum oi io,uuu.
valued
at $10,000, and in addition 310 San
supposed to be en route to his daugh-ji-s
Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Re.
ters in the Cloudcroft country, Otero to mis amount eacn sues ior $3,u
-af-and
was
gentle,
county. His team
ter he hnd fallen dead in the waeon
HO'$ THIS?
We ofter 0ne Hundred Dollars Re- You Will Greet
it had turned out of the road, and re-T
for any caBe of Catarrh that
mained staading during the night.
With Pleasure
Small Pox at Juarez There are two cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
O.
F.
&
Cure.
CHENEY
J.
Toledo,
CO.,
cases of smallpox in Ciudad Juarez.
have known
e t
nr,
t,ih an omninvp We, the undersigned,
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
of a keno house, has caused some
little stir. Mayor Portillo says that believe him perfectly honorable In
business transactions, and finan-- j
El Paso health officials refused to
able to carry out any obliga-baccept judd and that he has been thrown ciallv made
bv nis firm-- '
at Juarez. The American has;tlonB
been isolated in a house on the out-- ! WALDTNG, KINNAN, & MARVIN,,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
skirts of the town. Jose Maria Garcia!
e
a Juarez resident, also is down with Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-thactin& directly upon the blood
dreadful disease.
Which is the Constitution or Who is and muc01is surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
Looney Now? "Copies of what pur- bottle- - Sold
a" druggists,
ports to be the constitution as adopt-- l'erTalfe
Hal' Famlly pi!ls for const1'
ed by late convention at Santa Fe have
been coming to our office until we are Pat!on
the sight of a suit or overcoat made
bewildered and wonder whether any- to order by us. It has a distinctive
thing was really adopted down there
style and fit to it that gives It promi-- ;
The Straggle for Statehood
or not. As an instance what purport- nence over all ordinary clothing. We
ed to be the constitution appeared as
have a large variety of new pain and
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
a supplement to the Farmington Enfancy fabrics for you to select from,
OF EFFORT.
terprise last week. In this copy unand we guarantee the perfect fit,
der the head of Miscellaneous Provisliy Hon. L. B. PRINUK
styling, and a careful and thorions there are thirteen sections; in
of
Time
Book
finish In every garment. We
The
the
ough
the one sent out by the Roswell Reg
solicit a trial order, and promise you
If you would dlscass the subject
and me Albuquerque
so much satisfaction for so little mo-- ,
Intelligently.
Journal this same article has sixteen
1
Mailed on
ney you will surely come here always.
((
sections. Section 11, Article XX, ot
receipt of "Plw
CJo,
PRINTING
NKWMKXIOAN
the Enterprise copy reads: 'No person
Tailor.
Julius
Santa Fe, N. M.
holding any public office in this state
office
shall during his term of
accept,
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
hold or use any free pass, or pur
We Have Built Up
chase, receive or accept transportation over any railroad within this
state for himself or his family upon
terms not open to the general public,
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
and a violation of this section shall
be punished as provided in section
thirty-seveand forty of the article
For i9 year the only
on legislative department.' The same
class tonsorial parlor
first
section in the same article in the
in Santa Fe.
Register-Tribuncopy reads: 'For the
first twenty years after this constituOUR NEW PITCH
tion goes into effect all laws passed
TREATMENT
by the legislature shall be published
in both the English and Spanish lanis guarantead to cure, (not ouly
guage, and thereafter the publication
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
shall be made as the legislature shall
other scalp irritations. We also
provide.' Some difference in these
carry a complete line ol all the
two, is there not? What we want to
LUMBER
HANDLE
WE
popular hair and facial tonics.
know is which is the constitution?
& FITCH
Both papers are supporting the docu- in large quantities and have every HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE
the
for
modern
furnishing
facility
one
It
each
the
pubment, presumably
BATHS BATHS BATHS
lishes. Is it that we are to have one very best rough or dressed
kind of constitution for Farmington
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
and another for Roswell? Or has the 0f every description. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
printer made an entirely new one enabled t0 make tte very best prices aundry on Mondaye and Tubsdays
the convention adjourned ?jfor Lumber of gucn high grade. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
since
All work is guaranteed; your
Since writing the above we have re-- We wm be pleasea to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
ceived a copy which is marked 'Sup- - contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
Mexito
New
the
Santa
Fe
plement'
extra
charge.
1
r
In
XX
can and Article
has
this, grown
PHONE RED 122. PHONH RED 122.
from the 13 sections In the Enter- d

PALAOJS.

1

AVE
DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.

RESIDENCE IN U. S.
VALUED AT $10,000.

1

125

Come Mow and Make Your Selections

j

Funeral Directors &
LiC3nsed Embalmers
RED

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

nil. uhili nuurcu.ur.f

MULLIGAN'! RISING

130

.

goods

tuc

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

PHONK

HO LI DM

'

iletor Circulating Coffee Percolaters

DAY & NIGHT

Incorporated 1903

Toys Toys iToys

j

e

DECEMBER 14, 1910.

SELIGMAN BR0SC0.

J

inter Grocery Co.
Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Established 1856.

i

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

Southern

WEDNESDAY,

prise copy and the 16 in the Register
Tribune copy of 20 in the New Mexican copy. In the language of the
whom
Tom
drunken Congressman
Watson made famous, 'Where are
r
we at?' " Farmington

A Liberal Offer

I

M.

j

ac-.a-

NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO. YOU MUST
HAVE TOOLS TO
CARRY ON YOUR WORK.
WE HAVE TOOLS OF ALL KINDS;
FOR FARMERS, CARPENFOR EVERYBODY.
TERS, BLACKSMITHS, GARDENERS
OUR LINE OF HARDWARE IS UP TO DATE. OUR STUFF WILL
WEAR.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE OUR PRICES ARE LOW, COME IN
AND SEE.

WA0JvAcoS We have it.

If it's Hardware

k

STATEHOOD
TOYS

AND

DOLLS-FO-

R

XMAS. AT

F.

FRANK

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL STORE

Statehood

''

j

j

Prices Prevail.

ele-'ga-

WHOLESALE
Ah D RETAIL

1

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

SEZTurs.vK:
85

Telephone

Steam Coal.

Telephone 85

ister-Tribun- e

Wholesale

Muralter,

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

IKERR'S

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

45

FOOD'

1SSS.S

45

& Traveling Cases, Manicure Sets,
Bruth, Comb & Mirror Sets,
is Puff Boxes : Cologne Bottles

Ladies

2(45

Everything desireable in Jewelry Novelties.
San Francisco Street,
Qt Y0NTZ Santa Fe

"

"

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED N E W MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- '
Gentlemen's Hat Made New.
'J'lf.
CL'fflAN

Phone
Red 132

n nv. 4jsin
CHAwnn
tt vivj
j.

d.:
riupitiui

--

1

j
east side
1. 1.

Plaza.

e

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
(

1

N- -

'

M- -

;

n

faultless rrom any standpoint that you may take.

armacy

r.Jw.A,

pl

i.ep.rmW

CHAS. CLOSSOFI

man who IcnOWS hoW cUld
ot
why the one whom every thin depends. Our responsibility, is never lost sight ror a momem in ruling presti lpuuiis.
vcijr picauipuwu v.M&
nu
we
You may teel sate and sure it
your prescriptions.

The rescnntioiiist:
A.

forks

n

GRA1NLHOUSE IN SANTA FE'

LEO HERSCH

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye

X
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11C
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W Ills

Viirr
uuco nil nbiuuigy

a

moaenrinor.-tll- P m.w
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Phone 213
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ACT QUICKLY.

Delay Has Been Dangerous in Santa
Fe.
Do the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St, Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
woTd for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
Doan-Kidne- y

Foster-Milbur-

n

BUILDINGS

100

TIGHT

Not Enough Fresh Air in
Homes Therefore So Much
Winter Disease
DIFFERENT HEATING SYSTEMS

Fight of Chicago Garment Workers Against Barbaric Sweatshop Tyramny

Chicago, Dec. H. "The people wno
believe in starvation bargains and
sweatshop labor for women and girls
Mrs.
will be with the employers,"
Raymond Robins has declared, of the
Chicago
garment makers' strike,
which has involved 100,000 men, women and children. "On the other hand,"
she continued, "the people who believe in civilized
industry through
the trade agreement will be with the
strikers. The great need of the moment is money money for food and
coal. Every dollar received is accounted for publicly and It buys a
dollar's worth of provisions at wholesale rates. We need the help of the
and people to save these women
and
girls from a hunger bargain a bar

gain which means the surrender of
civilization to the barbaric sweatshop in one of the great trades of our
city. In my opinion the present strike
of the garment workers Is the most
widespread and remarkable exhibition
from a sociological viewpoint of any
which ever occurred in any city. Of
nearly 100,000 persons involved, thouthe
sands are Innocently bearing
brunt of the suffering. They are the
vast multitude of women and children of the workers. The families
are large. From eight to eleven children is the rule in a family rather
than the exception. Four members to
a family is a conservative estimate.
For this reason it cannot be compared
to the bitter trouble of the shirtwaist
makers in New York recently.1'
Bad Air Causes Disease.
The hot air furnace, which nowadays in Chicago has its back against
the wall, is fighting the steady onslaughts of steam and hot water heating with a now wpntirvn. PXliert advtCP.
tho
air furnace
n..M,
was so far In the lead that the efforts
of steam heating concerns were looked upon with complacency. One manufacturing company in Chicago which
finally has accumulated a surplus of
millions of dollars from steam and hot
water heating equipment at that time
had a rough road to sell any stock at
any price. Conditions have so changed in recent years that even for domestic heating plants hot air furnace
men found themselves losing ground.
They have not even yet hegnn to fight
shoulder to shoulder, hut have start-ewhat promises to be a battle royal
over the subject of fuel economy, purity of air, cleanliness and the other
factors that enter into the heating
problem. Most of the ills which are
attributed to bad air the hot air furnace makers lay at the door of the
steam coil. To back up this claim
they assert that whereas an increase
in "bad air diseases" is reported there
is no other reason for it than less
pure air circulating. The tendency
toward tighter building construction
has gone hand in hand with an Imsanitary plumbing,
provement in
while at the same time the

w

II

Remember the name
take no other.

m
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mm
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county commissioners to receive the
ballot boxes, is to take or send by express or registered mail, the ballot
box, after the ballots and returns
gg
have been placed therein, and sealed,
H
as provided by law, without any delay
to the clerk of the board of county
commissioners. It also speaks of the
failure of such election judge "to
Copies of Constitution Will convey such returns and ballot
box
USTD THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IH OHE DAT.
Not Be Mailed Until
to the clerk," clearly showing
that
the ballot box and the ballots are not
Next Monday
Always remember the full name. Look
a part of what the legislature calls
j
the "returns." It would therefore do for this signature on every box
25c.
violence to the language of sections
OBTAINED V.',
CONSENT
and 13 of article 22 of the constitution to hold that the returns of the
election, which are to be made to
Ballot Boxes Are Not Part of you. can include the ballot box or bal- - the county, i is quite clear that the
expense ol returning the ballot boxes
lots.
the Returns as Contempto the county seat would not be covI
inTherefore recommend that you
AT THE ELKS'
lated in Constitution
struct the election officers, after hav ered by the language of the enabling
THEATER TONIGHT.
jing counted the votes and certified the act nor of the sections of the const!
A vaudeville company
from New
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa result on the poll books, to send the
,1
iui t
i neater
iidy ai me iuks
can not send out the printed copies poll books to you by express or reg-- !
of the constitution until he has re- istered mail, and to place the ballots therefore you cannot undertake to j tonight, concluding its two nights enhere.
was
a
There
gagement
from
large
the appropriaceived the consent of the Secretary 'in the ballot boxes, and to seal up pay that expense
attendance at the performance last
of the Interior. This is not expected the boxes and hold them subject to tion under your control.
as well as
I believe this fully covers all that night and the vaudeville
until Monday of next week. Thou- i he order of the county commissionthe three reels of moving pictures
you desire from me.
sands of copies of the constitution are ers, who will undoubtedly at the
seemed thourotighly enjoyed.
time take steps to have the boxes
and in envelopes ready to
Very respectfully,
The show begins tonight at S
to
to
the
returned
FRANK
be
W.
CLANCY.
moment
county
seat,
to
the
the
the postoffice,
go
o'clock and lasts about two hours.
Attorney Gent-nilsecretary of the Interior gives theihpl(l for use at the next election in
word. The following is a copy of the
opinion received from Washington:
Treasury Department.

There is Only One

Bronto Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine

.

1

TLf

0

isTBE

Plays and Players.

-

j

-

d

if
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Washington, D. C.
The Honorable, the Secretary of the

Interior.
Sir You request my decision of the
question stated in your telegram of
December 5, 11)10, as follows:
"The department is In receipt of
the following telegram from the secretary of Arizona dated December
"Tie constitutional convention proNew Mexico Military Institute
poses to instruct me by resolution to
MEW
MEXICO,
ROSWELL,
mail one copy of the constitution to
"The West Point of th Southwest"
each registered voter of the territory
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
authorizing rae to employ clerks and
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
pay postage out of the statehood
Advise immediately if
"A."
such expenditure
authorized.' Your
Academic course, preparing young
Through
r--i
men for college or for business life. Great
opinion on the question presented is
desired at the earliest practicable moamount of open air work. Healthiest location
ment."
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Section 35 of the act of June 20,
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
1910, (36 Stat., 537), made an appro-- '
disspot of the West it aD e'evaticn of 3,700
been
has
kerosene lamp
largely
priation of $100,000 to pay the expensfeet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
carded for the incandescent electric es of the election of
delegates to the
Ittle rain or snow during session,
light, which does not contaminate the constitutional convention of Arizona,
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduair at all. "Therefore on the whole, the expenses of said convention and
there seems to be a lessening of the the expenses of the election to ratify
ates from star.dard
eastern colleges. Ten
amount of contaminating material the constitution.
buildings, thoroughly furnished, haatad, light
thrown into the air of a home in a
ed and modern In all respects.
One of the items provided for in
given time," declares one of their au- this act was "for the
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
payment of all
case
there
the
"This
thorities.
being
offG, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
must have been a lessening of the proper and necessary expenses,
thereof."
and
.. Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson
clerks,
messengers
Secretary, and Wt
icers,
amount of fresh air brought into the
relates to the expens
This
A Finlay
building to dilute the contaminating es of provision
the convention. It also proFor particular an4 Illustrated catalogue
an
decrease
actual
that
is,
materials,
exin
address
Otherwise there vides "and for printing and other
ventilation.
is
also
incident
thereto."
It
penses
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
would be a distinct improvement in
exthe condition of indoor air and a de provided that said money shallofbe
Superintendent.
under the direction
the
crease, instead of an increase, in the pended
to be
number of cases of bad-ai- r
diseases." Secretary of the Interior. It is secrelocally expended through the
Safety Committees.
tary of said Territory "as may be necAs a direct result of "committees of essary and proper in the discretion of
safety," the accidents in plants of one the Secretary of the Interior, in order
big industrial corporation were re- to carry out the full intent and meanGet Your Holiday Gifts
Discount
of ing of this act."
in consequence
duced
which success a Chicago railway has
This act contemplates the payment
plan, of such expenses as the convention
adopted the safety committee
and is likely to be followed by other deems proper to incur
subject to the
railways and industrial corporations. limitations imposed by the act itself.
According to the League for Public There is no such limitation as to the
Safety, the plan shifts to the employes kind of expenses suggested unless it
a part of the responsibility for acci- is contained in the discretion
given to
dents and also enables them through you to direct such
as
expenditures
their representatives on the commit- may be necessary and proper in you.
SOLDFROM
TO 17tll.
INCLUSIVE
tee to bring about needed changes discretion "in order to
carry out the
THE
and improvements to safeguard life. full intent and
meaning of this act."
The enormous waste of lives in railThis act contemplates the payment
road operation, generally deplored by of
EMBROIDERED SCARFS,
such expenses as the convention
executives, has been acted upon by deems
proper to incur subject to the
N
TER piECES AND D R A
R. C. Richards, general claim agent of
limitations imposed by the act itself.
PUR-SEwho
has
the
WORK. TOILET SETS,
northwestern system,
There is no such limitation as to the
given a great amount of personal at- kind of expenses
NECKTIES, etc,
unless it
tention to the subject for years. He is contained in the suggested
discretion given to
was the first to publicly protest
you to direct such expenditures as
- - DOLLS
- - DOLLS
DOLLS
against the annual increase of the may be necessary and proper In your
death and injury list, an address he
discretion "in order to carry out the
Everthing to make the heart of a child
made to employes having been pub- full
intent and meaning of this act."
M&MBER
the DISCOUNT
glad, and
lished as a booklet "Conservation of
You are, therefore, advised that if
indusand
able
all
these
roads
which
other
on
season
men,"
goods sold on the
you deem the expense Indicated in
trial companies have distributed by
6 days mentioned.
telegram a necessary and proper
the thousand for the good it may do your
one to carry out the "full intent and
in increasing the carefulness and
meaning of this act" you would be auprudence of the men who man the thorized to pay it
trains and actually run the road. The
Respectfully,
Northwestern's committees have been
R. J. TRACEWELL,
appointed on most of the divisions of
Comptroller.
the system, and each will Include ten Ballot Boxes Not Part of
Returns.
men, made up from the engine men, Hon. Nathan
Jaffa, Secretary of New
trainmen, track men, roundhouse men,
Mexico, Santa Fe.
shop men, and superintendents. In
Dear Sir I have given some attenMr.
Richards
addressing employes,
tion to the question submitted by you
said: "During the last year in which as to
of section 15 of
the
the Interstate Commerce Commission article 22 omeaning
the constitution recently
made their report, there were killed,
framed by the convention at Santa
not injured, but killed on the railroads
Fe, which directs that the returns of
of this country 10,313 men, women
the election, upon the ratification,
and children; that is one for every
shall be made by the election officers
50 minutes of every 24 hours of every
direct to you at Santa Fe. This lan
day in the 365 days of those 12
guage is tne same as that which is
months, and of that number 3,i70, not used in section 3 of the act of Con3,470, or 10 a day, were you men;
gress concerning the same election.
they were your brothers, your fathers, I understand that the
particular point
your sons and your next-doo-r
neigh upon which you wish my
opinion Is
bors who were killed. In the same
as to whether the returns of the elecyear there were 105,234 people injured tion must be considered as including
30 H. P.
$1,500
or one for every 5 minutes of every
the ballot boxes and ballots. I am
hour of "every 24 hours of every day
We repair and care for all makes
clear in my mind that the reof the 365 days of the year. Of that quite
turns intended by said section 15 do
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
number 83,367 were you people, you
not include the ballot boxes and balrailroad men. ThinK or it, 80 per
will briefly state my reasons.
FE
SNTA
GARAGE
cent of all the people injured were lots, and
PalaceAve.
By section 13 of the same article
employes, not passengers, not outsid of the
constitution, it is provided that
ers, but just us railroad employes.
manner of making
as to
"Except
What do you think of that for a rec return of said the
election
and canvassord in a business which advertises iting and certifying the result thereof,
self to be safe?"
THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
said election' shall be held and conducted in the manner prescribed by
Snow is Here The mercury
took the laws of New Mexico now in force."
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
the plunge clear down to 18 yesterday This provision, clearly within the
by 7 a. m. but at 6 o'clock this morn lawful authority of the convention,
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
ing it was only 29 degrees. The high necessarily refers us to the provisions
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
est temperature yesterday was 37 de of chapter 105 of the laws of 1909, as
ideal homes ready for you.
grees. The average relative humidity to the manner of holding and conductwas 80 degrees. A trace of snow fell ing the election, and any instructions
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
between 5 and 6 o'clock this morning. to the election officers printed on the
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANCHES,
BRANCHES,
Yesterday was a cold and partly poll books to be sent out to the difLARGE
eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- LA ROB
AND
cloudy day and last night although the ferent counties must conform to the
prises, needlni capital. Moneyed men are
AND
:
Invited to correspond with us.
:
SMALL
;
SMALL.
moon shone the stars twinkled among provisions of that statute,
except as
NYfHINB II NEW MEXICO, LET US HEIR FROM YOU,
IF YOU NEED
themselves for the clouds did not al- to the manner of making the returns
low us to Bee them.
By reference to section 12 of that act,
it will be seen that the legislature
uses the word "returns" as it is generally used, meaning the poll books
containing lists of the persons voting,
with certificates added by the election
I
officers of the result of the counting of
the ballots. That section provides
that, after the votes are counted in
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
public by the judges of election, with
and Diabetes. Commence today .and be well.
the assistance of the clerks, the judge
having right's Disease THE
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
who may have been designated by the

States.
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ITALIAN WAYLAID AND
leta, thirteen mile3 south of AlbuquerROBBED NEAR ISLETA. que. An iron bar is believed to have
been the weapon used on Fenoglio.
Now Dying From Fractured Skull at
St. Joseph's Sanitarium, AlbuModern Woodmen Elect Officers
querque.
The Modern Woodmen of America
officers
last
Albuquerque, N. M., Deo. 14. The fleeted the following
night: A. G. WTiittier, consul; Charles
victim of a fierce attack, believed to E.
adviser: Clarence L
Linney.
have been sustained at the hands of Bowlds, banker; Charles A. Rising,
two tramps, James Fenoglio, an Itali- clerk; A. E.' R. Robinson, escort; E.
an laborer was brought to Albuquer- L. Wheeler, watchman; Frank D.
secretary, and James A. Rolls,
que at daylight yesterday morning
The Modern Woodmen of
physician.
and placed in the St. Joseph's sanita- America is
in a flourishing
rium. Fenoglio has a fractured skull condition andreported
is steadily increasing
and it is not yet known whether or its
membership.
not he will live. Unconscious all day
yesterday, it was not possible for officers to discover how the man was
assaulted, nor a description of the
assailants. Fenoglio left here Monday
Palace.
morning with the intention of walking
Dr. Robert Smart, Albuquerque; L.
to Carthage, a hundred miles south,
where he believed he could obtain C. Jackish, Charles E. Logan, Kansas
work in the coal mines, Robbery is City.
believed to have been the motive of
Claire,
J. R. Carver, Estancia; Mrs. John
the attack, which occurred near Is- -

HOTEL ARRIVALS

c,

Smith, Manassas, Colo.; C. W. Wilson, El Paso; R. W. Stundeven't,
Clark vllle, Texas; August Kolls, Denver; W. E. MIsener, Niagara Falls;
H. Pradt, Laguna; David
George
Frampton, Cerrillos.
Montezuma.
W. H. Magell, Rochester; R. T.
Brownlie, Colorado Springs; H. B.
Stedman, New York J. M. Hunter,
Ixmisville; Alexander Read and son,
Farmington; J. W. Goggin, Dr. W. Mo
Caughy, Chicago; C. G. Brewer, Aztec; G. P. French, Denver.
Coronado.
C. O. Hyer, Hyer; Manuel Roibal,
A.

Pojoaque; Jose A. Sabedra and
Sabedra, Espanola.

Sena-fri-

Capitol.

Las Vegas; J. R.
C'arreo, Estancia; P. A. Richardson,
Albuquerque; Ray Flowers, Las Ve- gas; C. Ortiz. A. J. Ortiz, Antonito;
N. Ortiz, Los Angeles; Mrs. Willis and
Miss Willis, Denver; Mrs. E. R. Mont- jgomery, Dallas, Texas; D. J. Knapp,
Monte Vista, Colo.
R. R. McCratken,

j

Mothers Appreciate
The "Handiness"
of

Post
Ready to serve from the package with cream.
When hungry children call
for something, this delicious
food is satisfying and nutritious.
Post Toasties are dainty and
sweet and ready to eat
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STATEHOOD IS THE ISSUE.
There is no way of getting away
from the fact and no sophistry will
hide it that a vote against the constitution is a vote against citizenship,
against statehood. This is the way
that the Albuquerque Journal puts it:
"In his communication yesterday in
answer to Mr. Fergusson, Mr. F. W.
Clancy, in closing, puts the clincher
on his masterly argument against in
accurate and prejudiced opposition to
the organic act.
"Twenty years ago, he says, Mr.
Fergusson and his then political associates engaged in a fierce fight on a
constitution for New Mexico. At that
time they ridiculed the idea that op
position to the constitution was oppo
sition to statehood; and asserted then
as now. that it meant 'only a matter
of a delay of a year or two.'
"The result was that New Mexico
for years had to face the unanswer
able argument at Washington that the
people didn't want statehood.
Today we hear the same cry; op
position to the constitution is not op
position to statehood; it will be only
a delay of a year or two; what does
it matter?
"What dees it matter! This is the
keynote to the opposition on the part
of such gentlemen as Mr. Fergusson.
"It, doesn't matter if statehood is de
years; if
cayed another twenty-fivthe long distance government with all
,
officeits attendant
holding evils is maintained for a quarter of a century longer; if investors
place their money elsewhere, prefer
ring to be 'inside the United States
if the territorial anomaly in a nation
of representative
government con
tinues to keep intelligent American

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Entered as Second Class
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FRANK P.
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THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL.
The president ot the University of
New Mexico, Dr. E. McQueen Gray, a
classical scholar and practical educator, in the latest Bulletin of the University, enters into a defense of the
study of Latin in the public schools.
r,:he keynote to his defense is the following: 'Herein consists, as far as
the schoolboy is concerned, the main
benefit to be derived from learning a
foreign language an increased knowledge of his own. It is the best if not
the only way of correcting by easy
and natural methods the habitual misuse of the English language prevalent
in our schools." This, no doubt, furnishes the reason for an often observed fact, that the foreigner who learns
English in his youth, generally speaks
and writes it more correctly, than
does the American youth who has had
not been taught another language. Dr.
Gray continues: "Divide a class and
let some of the pupils study English
alone and the rest some other language in addition. The foreign language students, in the hands of a
competent instructor, will rapidly outstrip the others in accuracy and depth
of knowledge of English." In New
Mexico, an additional reason presents
itself for the study of Latin, for that
tongue is the basis of Spanish. It is
easier, for the English speaking child
to advance upon Spanish by the Latin
route than it is by direct attack. As
Dr. Gray maintains, Latin is not a
"dead" language, for "it forms both
foundation and fabric of such modern
tongues as French, Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese and is the very framework
of our English speech." There is another practical reason for continuing
Latin in the high school curriculum
and Dr. Gray puts it as follows:
"Besides. Latin is essentially lojc
ical; it demands clarity of thought and
deflniteness in statement of all who
use it; so that the mere practice of
translation and in particular of composition reacts upon the mind of the
user in a manner unequaled by any
other language. Greek, for all its delicacy of phrase and harmony of expression, makes no such widespread
intellectual impress as Latin does.
The sense of positive values order,
sequence, direction, power are but a
part of the Latin heritage. The value
of the study of Latin does not consist merely or even chiefly in the acquisition of another literature and an
increased knowledge of our own language, but in the effect upon the student's mind of contact with the Roman
LATIN

IN

reduction in contagious and epidemic
diseases.
By issuing ten year bonds,
the yearly cost would be very low, averaging four cents per year per front
foot or $2,00 per year for a fifty foot
lot, which is less than it costs now to
maintain sink holes. Here is a solution for Santa Fe's most pressing
problem, and the New Mexican will
within
a few days publish Mr.
Smythe's paper so that every property owner may be fully informed on a
subject that must be taken up in earnest in the very near future, if Santa
Fe is to maintain its reputation as a
modern, healthful, progressive municipality.

e

carpet-bagging-

THE BOY SCOUTS.
The Boy
Scout movement
has
spread to Santa Fes It is an excellent
idea especially for a city like this
having no Young Men's Christian Association or other agency that makes
it its business to look after boys when
away from school and home. The
movement has been given an enthusiastic reception at Albuquerque and
it has struck a popular chord at Las
Vegas for the Las Vegas Optic says:
"Those who suppose there is anything military about the Boy Scouts
organization, are mistaken. It is simply a disciplinary movement to encourage good behavior through an appeal to a boy's sense of pride and responsibility.
"Perhons who have studied the literature of the movement in England
and America, and who have informed
themselves accurately of its aims and
methods, will welcome the organization of a local branch of it and lend
to it every reasonable encouragement.
"It is not exactly a play device.
Properly managed, it can be made
a wonderful power for right training
of youth, and in order that the organization may not depart from its
avowed purpose it is important that
representative men and women should
from the first become its sponsors
and patrons.
"The first impulse seemed to be to
oppose the Boy Scout idea because
of the fear that it meant training In
military discipline, but of late the
most ardent peace advocates
have
endorsed it. It. does seek to teach
certain attributes of military service,
such as obedience to authority, strict,
efficiency, service and a sense of
but it is pointed
out that these are all attributes also
of of industry, honest government
and

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Rag

mar

communication!

first Monday of. eac)
month at Masonic ha
at 7.30 p. in.
H. H. LORMAN,
Acting Master
ALAN R. McCORD. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular con
vocation second Monday oj
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
VKTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

--

J.

PALEN,

1

President.

L. A, EDGHES,

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 21. 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479,) and the said proof will be made
before Alfredo
Probate
Montoya,
Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
9, 1911. viz: Marcos C. de Baca, of Pe-nBlanca, N. M.f for the claim 2520
in sees. 35 and 36, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
M. P. M. Surveyed in May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,

&
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gas;

B. BEAD, Casniei.
McKAFE,
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and
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Surplus

$150000
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cross-examin- e

Secretary.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
014351
not coal.

14, 1910.

DECEMBER

place
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
the witnesses of said clainm-ant- ,
cor
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
and to offer evidence in rebuttal
dially invited to attend.
of that submitted by the claimant.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Venerable Master
Register
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32,

....
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WEDNESDAY,

""Vanssxts
general banking business in all its branch.
Loans money on the most favorable trms on all kinds of
personal and ooilatera! security. Buys tani sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and scl!s
domestic and fonisrn exebanee and makes tolcsrr.tn'iic trnf-- r
4 of money to alt parts of the civilized world on as libera trras
Santa Fe Commandeiy Nc
2 as are given by any money tranamitinz
1, K. T. Regular conclavt
agency public or
i fourth
Monday in eacr
Interest
aiiowed
on
time
private.
at
the rate ol three
deposits
a
Hall
Mnonic
at
month
'? per cem.
per annum, on six months' ar years' time. Liberal
Blanca, N. M.
7:30 p m.
J. A. MASSIE. E, C
Any person who desires to protest
advance made on consignments of lives Jtck anJ products.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
against the allowance of said proof, - The bank executes ail orders of its
patrons in ttie banking line,
or who knows of any substantial reato
and
aims
to
extend
as
1
them
liberal
treatment in all respocU,
No.
Perfection
of
son under the laws and regulations
Santa Fe Lodge
degree. Ancient and Accepted of the Interior Department why such f. as is consistent with safety and the principles f sound bank- -j
Scottish Riie of Fiee Masonry meets proof should not.be allowed will be
in jr. Safety deposit boxes tor ret. The
patronage of the
on the third Monday of each montr given an opportunity at the
3 public is
solicited
respecfully
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening li
to
time and

B. P. O. E.
citizens in political swadling clothes
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
it doesn't matter, not one iota, unless
a stubborn, rule or ruin minority is holds its regular session on the sec
nnd and iourth Wednesday of eacfi
allowed to dominate."
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
A. J. FISCHER,
PLAY FAIR.
x Mid welcome.
Exalted Ruler
The Democratic Roswell Daily Rec J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
ord makes the following appeal for
fair play to the Albuquerque Tribune
knights of Pythias.
Citizen, the appeal, of course, falling
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
upon deaf ears for the Tribune Citimeeting 1st and 3d
zen's game is to defame New Mex Pythias. Regular
in month at 8 o clock In I
Tuesdays
ico:
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
"In its zeal to defeat the constitu
lng Knight's invited to attend.
tion oe misled by an enterprising and
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
none too careful correspondent,
the JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8
Tribune Citizen, of Albuquerque, does
the Democracy of Chaves county an
F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 7829.
injustice In its issue of last Saturday,
"The Tribune Citizen printed a tele- Brotherhood of American Yeoman
gram under date of Roswell, Dec. 9 Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
to W. B. Walton at Silver City, said
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
telegram being signed by twelve Dem
ocrats, and is m effect a protest Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
against the lining up of the Democra
tic party or of Democrats in favor of
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
the constitution. The Albuquerque
paper should have known that that telegram was sent more than two weeks
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ago. It was printed in other new-paers of the territory at the time, includ
ing the Tribune Citizen's competitor
PAUL A. F. WALTER
at Albuquerque. The Tribune Citizen
Attorney-at-Laim- Santa
should not have conveyed the
New Mexics
Fe,
pression that this telegram was of
recent date and represented the sen Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
timent of a majority of the Democrats
Estancla.
Santa Fe.
of this county for it does not.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
"The mere fact, and it should be
Attorneys-at-Laknown to the Tribune Citizen, that
the Democracy of Chaves county, in
WILLIAM McKEAN
assembled, declared
Attorney-at-Lain opposition to placing the party in
Mining and Land Law.
line against the constitution, and by Taos,
New Mexico.
inference, declared in favor of the
C. W. G. WARD
constitution, and that with only eight
votes in opposition should prove to
Territorial District Attorney
intellect and the Roman habit
the Tribune Citizen that the telegram Foi San Miguel and Mora Counties
thought."
New Mexico
"What the movement seeks to pro- it has resurrected does not represent Las Vegas,
It is an interesting and scholarly
ot
monogram that every New Mexico mote is the development of independ- the sentiment of the Democracy
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
alertness, human- Chaves county.
teacher, in fact, every one interested ence,
in the problems of "jyactical" educa- ity and justice. It further seems to
"Play fair."
Attorneys-at-Lation should read, for Dr. Gray sets promote simple and right living, love
Practice in the District Courts as
The School of American Archaeolo well as before the Supreme Court of
out. to demonstrate
the "practical" of outdoor life, and an intelligent atuses of Latin and does not dwell on titude toward subhuman and inani- gy accomplished a striking work of ;he territory.
restoration of prehistoric ruins in the Las Cmces,
the other and very strong ethical ar- mate nature.
New Mexico
"All parents may well afford to lend Mesa Verde National Park this fail
guments, those of the wider culture
to the Boy Scout But a few more years, and these spec
and the deep satisfaction that comes encouragement
RENEHAN & DAVIES
to him who can read the classics in movement as one that, will be bene- tacular ruins would have crumbled A. B.
Renehan
E. P. Davlei
ficial
well
and
now
have
to
but
to
were
in
calculated
which they
the tongue
writ
ruin,
they
prove entirely
Law.
at
Attorneys
to
been placed in condition to defy Fath
ten.
their sons."
helpful
Practices in the Supreme and Diser Time for several more centuries
Courts. Mining and Land Law 8
trict
and if cared for as they are bound to
DOING GOOD.
SEWERAGE FOR SANTA FE.
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
no
in
is
town
There
will
a
for
national
Santa
endure
of
Fe's size be,
W. R. Smythe, a civil and municipal
park,
New Mexico
Fe
Santa
'
over-in
all
some
i
time unless
the country which at this time of
catastrophe
engineer of experience, demonstrated
last evening to the Santa Fe Board of the year needs so much and demands whelms them. Work of a similar na-- I
E. C. ABBOTT
Trade that a complete sewerage sys- so little from charity. Santa Fe has ture was done by the School in the
Attorney-at-Lafew
Canon
of
los
Rito
the
de
this
a
thousand
of
famia
tem for Santa Fe is not only physicindustries,
its
Frijoles
Practice n the District and Su
al necessity but also a financial pos- lies live on an income of less than $6 summer, only twenty miles west of
Prompt and careful
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Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.l
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 19lu.

ISUL

(013846

hotel

PALACE

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

(Republication.)

Notice is hereby given that
the
following named claimant has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval. U.
S. Ct. Comr., Cuba, N. M., on February 10, 1911, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4423 in
Sees. 28 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey, of
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Eusebio Trujillo,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof.
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence fn rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO

One of

the Best Hotels

in

Cuisine and
Table Service
,

l

Large Sample

Room for Com.

j

Unexcelled

memal Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

'

The Clair Hotel
HAS A KOOM FOB YOU.
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.
-

above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

Prices European Plan, $1.00

.Register
Notice for Publication.
(Not Coal 01450.1

J C.: DIGNE0

Department of the interior.
U S. Land Offloe at Santa Fe, N. M.. '
November 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby, given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on September 9, 1908, made home
stead
No.
entry
01450,
for
SW.
NE.
NW.
SE.

and

Lots

11, Township

2
&
16 N.. Range

the West

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PKIVBATE BATH

Up

Proprietor.

j

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

3, section
9E..N.M.

P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tioto make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 30th day of December, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. '
S. Tweedy, Chas. A. Siringo, John S. j
R. Hammitt, Edmonia T. Hammltt.
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
n

j

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
Not Coal)
(06966
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
November 8, 1910.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Genres
LathroD of Lamv. N. M. who nn Ron.
tember IS, 1905. made homestead enfor SW
try No.
Section
2, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day
or December, 1910.
8525-0696-

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS
CUISINE

Register.

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

IN THE CITY

GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS '
Every Room
RATES 60c to
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
$1,00 per

day

124126
Montezuma Ave

Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE

Claimant names as witnesses:

Macario Leyba. Polito Levba. ah- tano Quintana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Leyba, N. M.
MANUEL OTERO,

AND TABLE SERVICE

88

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitoi

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-G- ocd

Service.

COURTEOUS TRElTMENTi
Proprietor, Mr. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe,

N. M

The foUowing are the time tables
sf the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8.10 a. m.

connect with No.

3

west

bound, No. 10 eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10

p. m.

4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
ft 20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11: 1C
p. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.

Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. Zi south and west.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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eral Express
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All

Parts iif the World-

-

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Fay able Throughout Hie Uniteo' States. Canada. Mex
and all Foreigr Countries,
REMITTANCES SENT BY TFXEGRAPH

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent

WEDNESDAY,
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14, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
Pino, wife of Joaquin

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL S50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Losj

Uinas. Two brothers-in-law- ,
also sur-- '
vive, Juan Ortiz and German Pino of
Galisteo. The funeral will take place
tomorrow afternoon at 8:30 o'clock at,
C. O. Hyer of Hyer, southern Santa
Galisteo.
Fe county, is at the Coronudo.
G. P. French, a traveling man of
BOARD OF TRADE HAD
Denver, Is at the Montezuma.
INTERESTING MEETING.!
Mrs. John A. Smith, of Manassas.
Colorado, is a sightseer at the Claire. W. R.
Smythe's Paper on a Sewage'
R. W. Sturdevent a businessman of
Was Listened to Ateen- System
is
Claire
at
the
Clarkville, Texas,
PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.
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Pino of
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE
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I

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. lAUGHLIN,

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

I NS
For Rent

It A

U

FURNISHED AND
MODERN RESIDENCES
BUILDINGS,
UN-FU-

AND STORE

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA R INCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

For Sale
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19 San Francisco
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St.
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MARKm

DIRECTORS.
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Complete and most racdprate priced
line of CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES
ever seen i Santa Fe, now on display
in our store.

The Most

OF

j

US A CALL.
Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

DE-

AND REALIZING THAT WE CAN BE OF GREATER

t

Also Canopy

THE HOMES

.

COMPANY

&.

INCREASING
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LITTLE-AT-A-TIM-
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FURNITURE

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC BY EXTENDING
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AN
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District Attorney Alexander
,.
,
Read;
TERMS OF CREDIT, AND AT THE SAME TIME INCREASE OUR SALES
will leave today for Farmlngton. San',.
"", night
of
Fe
Juancountv.
WE WILL. EEGINNING DECMBER FIRST,
AND CONTINUING THEREwas tbe Paper read by Engineer W.
S
for D
Henry Knck left this forenoon
on
"A. Sewage System for
.
Smythe
,
i
at
INAUGURATE
AFTER,
THE INSTALLMENT SYSTEM OF CREDIT, IN
nnti,
It aroused keen interest
expects to return by New Year.
land
OUR FURNITURE AND STOVE DEPARTMENT.
in
resulted
the
a
of
appointment
R. T. Brownlee, a banker of Colo-- !
of ten to mept and oonsid-- ,
rado Springs, was in the city yester-- ! committee
THIS IS THE
SYSTEM THAT IS IN VOGUE IN
er how a sectional sewage system
day and registered at the Montezuma
to the attention'
be
best
may
brought
ALL
LARGE
THE
CITIES OF THE COUNTRY. BY PAYING A PART
hotel.
of the public. This committee con- J. V. Goggin and Dr. W.'McCaughy
DOWN AND THE BALANCE IN WEEKLY INSTALLMENTS,
of Messrs. Abbott, N'orrnent, Owsists
YOU CAN
of Chicago, are here on irrigation
matters. They are registered at the en, Renehan. Smythe, Neel, Cooper,'
TAKE
THE
GOODS
AND
HAVE
THE
USE
THEM
OF
WHILE
'PAYING.
(Walker, Dunlavy and Dr. Rolls.
Montezuma.
I. Sparks adCommissioner
County
THIS
SYSTEM OF CREDIT WILL APPLY ONLY TO OUR FURNITURE
George H. Pradt of Laguna, Valencia county, is a visitor in the capital. dressed the board on the Santa FeAND STOVE DEPARTMENTS.
Cerrillos
road project and suggested
DO NOT ASK US TO EXTEND ANY BUT
Dr. Robert Smart of Albuaueraue,
and who is on the governor s staff, is1
THE REGULAR TERMS OF CREDIT IN ANY OF THE OTHER DE.
. ;.
.
county engineer to loon;
'
at the Palace
lover
the
which
the1
be
said
t'
project
PARTMENTS OF OUR STORE. WE POSITIVELY WILL NOT EXTEND
L vestock Inspector R E. Van Horn
a
rpadv to vorfc The
county
mCia
THIS
SYSTEM BEYOND THESE TWO DEPARTMENTS.
..5'?e I
trL,!0appointedMessrs. Owen, Smythe and!
UUUUIJ.
UUUU,iaire
taufsuii,
nmie Vool r.r this
lt(,.
Owen
Frank
WE HOPE BY THUS ENABLING THE PUBLIC TO ENJOY THE COMthere the wind carried off his newiof the committee on
subscriptions for;
five dollar felt hat.
tne surveying of the road reported,
FORTS OF GOOD FURNITURE, WITH EASY TERMS FOR PAYING FOR
Mrs. Max Nordhaus of Las Vegas, that the merchants had over
subscribformerly Miss Bertha Staab of this ed their part of the expense for mak-- '
IT, THAT WE WILL NOT ONLY INCREASE
OUR
SALES, BUT ENcity, who has been visaing here, has ing of the survey,
and everything'
ABLE THE PEOPLE, WHO HERETOFORE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
gone to Denver, where her daughter looks rosy for the
building of the;
Elizabeth will undergo an operation road.
PURCHASE GOOD RELIAELE FURNITURE, BECAUSE OF THEIR LIMfor throat trouble.
Colonel J. M. Hunter, of Louisville, EXPERIMENTS IN
ITED INCOME, TO GET THE GOOD THING FROM LIFE THAT A COMAERONAUTICS
Kentucky, who. has visited Santa Fe
AT FORT SAM HOUSTON,
FORTABLY FURNISHED HOME AFFORDS.
at intervals before, and has many
friends here, is In the Capital and Uncle Sam's Aerial Squadron to Be!
may decide to make this city his
Greatly Increased in Number if
home next spring.
Advice Is Heeded.
M. V. Travis who went to Califor
SANTA FE HARDWARE &
nia some time ago In the hope that
Houston, Texas, Dec. 14. There Is
CO.
the change of climate would benefit rejoicing at Fort Sam Houston over
his health, has returned to Santa Fejthe strong endorsement by Secretary
He was ac of War Dickinson in his annual report
only slightly improved.
of the flying machine.
In referring
companied by Mrs. Travis.
Pedro Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo, to the aeronautical equipment of the
southern Santa Fe county, was In army he points out that at present It
REPORT
Santa Fe today and brought the sad consists of one small dirigible balloon,
news of the death of his uncle, Hon. one Wright aeroplane, stationed here
Ambrosio Pino. He reports ' much at Fort Sam Houston, and three small
New York, Dec. 11. Lead steady
sickness In southern Santa Fe county captive balloons. He strongly recom- 443455; Standard copper weak; spot
on account of the dry, warm weather. mends to Congress an appropriation 12.25(5?:i2.:;0; Jan.
An ideal form of investment is
12.2312.2o; SilWill C. Barnes, assistant chief of to provide the signal corps with a ver 541-2- .
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT in
grazing of the Forestry Service, but reasonable number of the better type
URAIN. POKK, LARD AND RIBS.
formerly secretary of the New Mex of machines for Instruction purposes
14. Wheat
Chicago, Dec.
May
ico Cattle Sanitary Board and mem- and field work. The trained personJuly 93
ber of the New Mexico legislature, nel on duty in connection with aeroCorn May 47
July 481-was in Albuquerque this week from nautics consists of one signal corps
Washington, D. C, and left for Tuc- lieutenant and nine enlisted men,
Oats May 34
July 34
and the enson and Phoenix, Arizona, yesterday. Lieutenant B.
men
listed
stationed
There
here.
being
L. Bradford
Prince
Pork Jan. 19.171-2- ; May 18.20S25.
left last evening for Denver, Colorado, is only one officer who is a licensed
Lard Jan. 10.321-2- ; May 10.10.
to represent the Santa Fe Board of pilot for free balloons.
Ribs Jan. 10.071-2- ;
May 9.671-2(7For the past six months Lieutenant 70.
These certificates are issued for
National
I Trade as a delegate at the
deposits of ISO. and
Fouloia
been
has
with
toexperimenting
Apple Congress which convenes
WOOL MARKET.
the
atand
has
Wright aeroplanes
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of FOUR per
morrow, December la. He was joined
St. Louis, Dec. 14 Wool unchang- - j
at Pueblo, Colorado, by Alexander tained considerable altitude, demon- ed
and
western
mediums
cent
territory
per annum, payable annually or
Gusdorf of Taos, who has just recov strating the practicability of the mafine mediums .1719, fine 12
ered from an illness of ptomaine cnine in all kinds of weather, with 2122,
are
negotiable; good as collateral curity, and can be
13.
j
poisoning caused by eating kippered me exception, or course, or sleet or
LIVESTOCK.
snow
j
storms, from which this section
renewed at interest periods.
herring and who will represent Taos
of the United Staes is free. Adjoin
Chicago, Dec. 14. Cattle receipts!
county.
Call on us or write for further information.
"Hon. Nathan Jaffa, secretary of ing the army post proper, the govern- 23000 weak to ten lower, beeves 430
ment purchased a large tract of
7, Texas steers, 3905, westoml
New Mexico, arrived Sunday from
The First National Bank
Santa Fe, accompanied by Mrs Jaffa, ground and cleared It of all brush and steers 390580, stockers feeders 325
Santa Fe.
545, cows heifers 225585, calves 7
and their little son. Mr. and Mrs. timber. A large shed, capable of
the
and
holding
925.
ten
present
35000
fifteen
aeroplane
Hogs,
lower,
Jaffa will leave tomorrow for Wash-- !
r, j Palen, President.
others of the air craft that
be light 720750, mixed
heavy
720750,
ington to spend the holidays with added, was built. It is a might
familiar 720750, rough
J. R Read, CashL-rtheir daughters Misses Julia and El- 720730, good to
sight nowadays to San Antonlans to choice heavy 730750, pigs 660 745,
rt tag bulk 735745. Sheep, 33000 ten
b'rW,e
Jaffa is personally acquainted with ?f. the
Santa Ft, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
;l
l!
Postmaster General Frank Hitchcock ,hlthfer and tMther above the city, the lower native 230420, western 243?i)
j;
to
evidently endeavoring
and will take up with him the matter!
420, western 240425, year'Jnes 430
uw uhn hi mi
iivw
uca'.uuouaic
vjuickijfRoswell-Vaughwestern
the
565, lambs native 4610.
lof
auto mail route. Mr. and Mrs. Jaffa euver the machine to make it impossi- 450625.
omlu
ruiy
will leave their little son Benarthurr,c
J
Kansas City, Dec. 11. Ciittlo re- tched the exDen-arwith relatives in this city while they ceTSt wno hav
7000 including
301 southerns
ceipts
east."-Ros- weIl
m?nts aje enthusiastic regarding the steady native steers 475735, southDaily Record.
future of the airship in warfare.
ern steer 4535, southern cows 3
425 native cows heifers 273C, stockDEATH OF ANOTHER
JOHN HAMPEL EXTINGUISHED
OLD TIMER.
EARLY MORNING BLAZE. ers feeders 4525, bulls 350?f 475,
calves 4??825, western steers 4 550,
Lumber and all kinds
Don Ambrosio Pino Passes to His
western cows 275475, Hogs 10000
Lump, nut and
To the habit of early rising John
Last Rest at Galisteo, Santa Fe
of
ten
fifteen
bulk
lower
material
mine
run coal
heavy
735745,
building
Hampel may attribute his good for-- j
County.
tune of extinguishing an early morn- - 740745, packers butchers 735S745,
light 730(5740. Sheep C000 steady,
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
Death has laid a heavy toll uponing b,aze m his saIoon on San Fran" muttons
325410, lambs 550640,fed
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
one of the most prominent families of 01800 StJ6et and n'PPlng "in tUe bud" wethers and
yearlings
3505, fed
Santa Fe count v the past three a flre tnat might nave proved a reat western ewes
3350.
in the very heart of the
months.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Yesterday, Ambrosio Pino, conflagration
the third member of the family to be business district.
rid
is
of
a
cold
The
gotten
quicker
Mr.
comes
to
his
Hampel usually
called to the great beyond this fall.
i
the less the danger from pneumonia
DELGADO, Mgr.
succumbed at his home at Galisteo, saloon at 5 a. m. but this morning he
and other serious diseases. Mr. B. W.
came
down
half
a
hour
and
earlier
southern Santa Fe county, after an
L. Hall, of Waverly,
Va., says: "I
illness of eight days. But recently, found his counter and cigar stand on
fire. A lighted cigarette or cigar had firmly believe Chamberlain's Cough
Davis
Antonio
J.
and
Ortiz,
Sylvester
to be absolutely the best
of the same family, and also promi- evidently been dropped Into a cuspi- Remedy
Ttlepfctse Rod SS tnd nm
on the
market for
dor
and
Mr.
caused
fire
the
which
preparation
nent were laid In their last resting
I have recommended it to my
colds.
had
before
yew iters feiivered
it
Hampel
extinguished
place. Mr. Pino passed away gently at done
great damage. He did not have friends and they all agree with me."
3:30 p. m.; after receiving the last
The to Dow icy
For sale by all dealers.
nugKtod to the thirsty m sometbiay
sacraments of the church. He' was to turn in a fire alarm.
eocl Bt iatviUug
widely known and prominent and genGIMttOI ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, tftOH KTCW,
erally esteemed by his neighbors. He
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
was born on December 1, 1S35, at Casa
WHERE PRICES ARE LOWEST
TABLE btlftKAL WATERS.
Colorado, near Belen, Valencia counH.
KAUNE & Co.
FOR SAFE QUALITY.
ty, the son of Jose Pino y Chavez and
w W
mmuw m
K
m wv
IVtt
Josefa Samora de Baca. Mr. Pinoj
Xa triaks hmmU from UUrtd
was therefore 75 years old, but up to '
MEKHY KRICX, Froprtotar I
fcr.
A Healthful. Delicious Beverlast week, was still sturdy and in
good health. He retired ten years ago
age DOLE'S Hawaiian Pinefrom the sheep and cattle growing!
apple Juice
business and lived in retirement. Inj
his day he was a political power and!
CLARENDON RIPE FRUIT NOW
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
served as a member from Santa Fe
GARDEN
county in the legislative council In
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL '
1891. In 1S94,. he was a member of
NEW 1910 NUT MEATS, ALMONDS,
DESIGNS.
R V.BOYLE Mar,
the territorial penitentiary board. Mr.!
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CLSREf-DOPOULTRY YARDS
WALNUTS, PECANS
Pino was happily married to Trinidad
FRESH LA I D EGGS everyday
Pino, a daughter of Captain Nicolas
?ure bred barred Plymouth Rocks aud White Wyandotte, iuicktus
Pino, and she survives him, as do two
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and ted on clean wholesome food
NEW CHEESE OF ALL
only. no cnance or runeruuinsis sterms nor 1'toiunlne rxdsoninii.
sisters, Rumaldita Pino of
eralta,
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.
Valencia county, and Biviana Pino de
.
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
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Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever trave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curland drass the hair with grace
1'li suit the contour, 'your face.
My razor sharp and1 c .sorskeen,clean
My shop Is neat and .owelsare
And everything I think you'll nnd
To suit the tastdand please the mind.
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St. Louis Rocky

Opening of St. Vincent's.
Mr. Editor:
The opening of the new Saint Vincent's Sanitarium, last night was an
event of which the citizens of Santa
Fe may well be proud. I have been
in many hospitals but this of our's far
GENERAL
NEW MEXICO.
surpasses any I have visited. As we
all know the building is so expensive
111
flect Sept, lat 1910
(Head l'p)
as to put it beyond and comparison
1
19
STATIONS
20
with any other Sanitarium in tlie
a in.
Southwest, and as one of our physip ui
7 30
0
4 00
,I.v Den Moines. N. M ...Ar
cians said to me today, it is a credit
7 40
4
Kmimklo
3 50
05
11
not only to tle good sister3, but tO
l'tHimun
3 30
20
lfi
3 15
I'apulin
the people at large. It contains lome
0 35
3 05
Vtttil
2 45
0 sleeping rooms, besides the operat
Thompson
J 10
ii'i
2 25
Ounuinnlmm
9135
42
ing room, which is furnished with all
1 55
.Clifton Mouse N.M
j...
1 30
J0M J 49 Ar ... Haton, N. M, T,v:
the appliances known to modern sur.L.V
2 an
lialon, N. M
Ar, lo 15
and it goes without saying that
7
gery;
2 47
I... .Clifton Houhb N'M....I 9 49 !..
our surgeons are greatly pleased with
3 07
4(i
SHreston
65
8 55
Koehlfr Junction.
i 45
the room and all it contains-.alread.
3 35
2
9 ( 5
Koehler..
"
'
four operations have been performed
68
4 15
8 20
nOolfax
in it all of which were eminently
.
78
8 02
HI
82
I.v1
5 00
7 45
'Ar.. ...rimniron
successful. Then there are large
5 10
Cimarron
6 85
I,v..
Ar; am
5 18 j.
Nash
6 27
kitchens, cold storage rooms, a beau5 28
Harlan
17
6
i
tiful chapel, dining rooms, parlors
94
6 45
t'te Park, ti. M...Lv!
6 00
tor visitors, and m snort, every con-- !
pm
vfint'iire nwessiuy iur sui;n an insu-- ,
lOoimect at Oolfnx with K. P. & a. W. Ry, train both NortlnnUfSoutb.
tution.
The floors are made of tiling,
SStasje 'or Van Koutan f, M, meets trains at Preston S.M,;
to
Stir.ro lvas (Ho I'urlc, N. M.. (or KIiz:Hfttitawn, M. M., att 9:00 ,i. m, dally except and they look almost too clean
walk upon, and the furniture Is per
unilays, Pare te.uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baKae carried free.
Mil'io-iO. A S. train iH'iren
N,
tha soum at 11:11 p. in. arrives fromlMie fectly elegant. Last night, nearly 300
Soeth at 4:38 a. m,
people partook of a bountiful supper,
and to say that they were pleased is
E. G. DEDMAN,
VAN HOUTEN,
F M. WILLIAMS,
saying altogether too little they
G.
V.
P.
&
G.
M.,
P.
Superintendent.
Agent,
were eloquent in their expressions of
admiration and pleasure, at all the
surroundings. It is unnecessary to
state that, the good sisters have de- es to ine service
'.'.
V
voted tneir noi
of the poor and afflicted of the world :,
I
and they expect, no pay nor reward
in this world but look to the Heavenly Father for their reward. As the
Irish poet Gerald Griffin truly says:
where pestilence scatUnshrinking
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
ters his breath.
Like an Angel she moves, 'mid the
Douglas, and all Points in New
vapor of death.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
and
Where
rings the loud musket
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
flashes the sword,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Vnfearing she walks, for she follows
the Lord.
EI
&
How sweetly she bends o'er each plague tainted face
looks that are lighted with holWith
-

Pacific

Company.

Railway

OFFICESRATON

i

.

.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Paso

Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

iest grace;
How kindly she dresses each
ing limb
For she sees in the wounded
image of Him.

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F.&P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

suffer-

the

In conclusion permit, me to say that
when the Sanitarium
is completely
finished it will have cost, at least
$100,000, and many a year will have
passed before the debt will be paid.
It is earnestly hoped that our good
peopie win crowa tne uining-roonight as they did last night,
In behalf of the grateful Sisterhood I
tender to the New Mexican, their sin-cere thanks for the many services
has rendered lo them.
Truly your friend,
A. L. MORRISOX.
14, 1910, One Hundred and
Eleventh
Anniversary of the
Death of the Father of His
Country.
"Where may the wearied eye repose.
When gazing on the Great;
Where neither guilty glory grows,
Nor despicable state?
Yes, one, the first, the last, the best,
The Cincinnatus of the West,
Whom envy dare not hate,
Bequeath the name of Washington,
To make man biush there was but one"
The closing years of the seven- teenth century, were mournful years
for the young Republic, for on De1

,
i

;

thp Innitsinn wns marie hA fib- serve!(j. 'The orifice is not large
enough.',
"However the blood ran pretty
free'y. Mrs. Washington, not knowing whether bleeding was proper or
not, begged that too much might not
be taken from him, least it might be
injurious, and desired me to stop it;
but, when I was about to untie the
string, the general put his hand to
prevent it, and said, more, more. Mrs.
Washington being still very uneasy
b,oo(, sl)0uld be taken
egt (oo
it was stopped after taking about, half
a pint. Finding no relief was obtained by bleeding, and that nothing
would go down the thront, I proposed
bathing it externally with sal volatile,
which was done; and in the operation
which was with the hand and in the
gentlest manner, he observed, it is
very sore. About eight o'clock in the
morning, he expressed a desire to get
up. His clothes were put on, and he
was led to a chair by the fire. He
found no reHe frQm that posiUon, and
down agajn ab(jut ten 0.clock- In
the mean time, Doctor Craik arrived.
Mrs. Washington desired me to send
for Doctor Brown, of Port Tobacco.
I despatched a messenger for the doctor between eight and nine o'clock.
Doctor Craik came soon after; and
upon examining the general he put a
blister of cantharides upon the throat
and took some more blood from him.
He also prepared a gargle, but in
attempting to use it, he was almost
o'clock.
eleven
suffocated. About
Doctor Craik requested that Doctor
Dick be sent for as he feared Doctor
Brown would not come in time. Doctor Dick came about three o'clock
and Doctor Brown arrived soon after.
"But all efforts of the doctors were
insufficient to procure any relief.
About half past four, the general desired me to call Mrs. Washington to
hia bedside, when he requested her to
go to his room, and take from his
desk two wills and bring them to
him, which she did. Upon looking at
,hem he gave her one wni(.h he ob.
sprved wag useless as being
geded by the othel.( and deslred her
wMth ghe dil and put the
tQ burn
othpr ,n h'er c,oset About five 0'cioclt
wag helped up aKain. and after
git,ng about nall an houri he desired
to be undressed and put to bed, which
was done. After this was done, I
turned to his bedside, and took his
He said to me: I find I am
j hand.
going my breath cannot last long. I
believed from the first that the diswould prove fatal. You ar
order
range and record all my late military
letters and papers. Arrange my accounts and settle my books as you
know more about them than any one
else; and let Mr. Rawlins finish recording my other letters, which he
has begun. I told him this should be
done. He then asked if I recollected
anything that was essential for him
to do, as he had but a very short tima
to continue with us. I told him I
could recollect nothing, but that I
end.
hoped he was not so near his
He observed, smiling, that he certain- iy waBj and that as it was the debt
which we must all pay, he looked to

"S. F. N. M.
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A NEW

EDITION

CE

A
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MOW

the first time you get a complete set of all Mark Twain's writings at
the price they have ever been sold before. This is a
just exactly one-ha- lf
new edition, just as complete as the old one, which still sells, by the way, at
$50.00. This new edition is only $25.00 for the 25 volumes.

-

for

It had been Mark Twain's ambition to have his bcolcs in every
American home, and he made a great personal sacrifice to bring aboat
this remarkable opportunity for Ure first Sime in the history of publishbooks
ing copyrighted books are sold at She price of
the chance will not come again.
isain-cojyrigM- cd

But for Mark Twain's action this would have been impossible.
Never before
has a copyrighted library set of a standard author's works been issued at such a
low figure.

Works
25 Beautiful Volume
IS

i

1. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol.
I.)
2. THE INNOCENTS ABROAD (Vol. II.)
3. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. I.)
4. A TRAMP ABROAD (Vol. II.)

j

super-tomorro-

j
j

5.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR (Vol. I.)

6. FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR
7. ROUGHING IT (Vol. I.)
8. ROUGHING IT (Vol. II.)
9. LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI

j

(Vol. II.)

18.
.

18.

20.
21.

THE GILDED AGE (Vol. I.)
THE GILDED AGE (Vol. II.)
THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER
HUCKLEBERRY FINN

22.

23.
24.

25.

PUDD'NHEAD WILSON
THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE, ETC.
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. I.)
JOAN OF ARC (Vol. II.)
SKETCHES NEW AND OLD
TOM SAWYER ABROAD, ETC.
AMERICAN" CLAIMANT, ETC.
LITERARY ESSAYS
MY DEBUT AS A LITERARY PERSON
THE $30,000 BEQUEST, ETC.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

j
i

'"THIS complete set of all the great humorist's works breathes his spirit the
spirit of eternal youth they are new books; to own them is always to have
new books, a fountain of youth. They never age, because humor, kindliness,
and truth never grow old. Mark Twain himself wrote a preface to this edition.
Brander Matthews has written the biographical criticism of Mark Twain and his
work. There are portraits of the author from photographs and paintings taken
at periods when, the different books were in process of writing. This edition
includes his later collected writings, such as " Eve's Diary," etc., etc.

j

j
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the greater
the world ever saw, George
Washington, passed away to God.
Lossing in his valuable work: "Wash- ingtou and the American Republic,"
says:
In his diary, under date of Decern-- 1
ber 11. Washington noted that there
was wind and rain; and that at night,
vvnen me ciouus uau uisyeiomi,
was a large circle around the moon.
of
On the following day, a storm
snow set in at 1 o'clock p. m., which
changed, first to hail, and then to
rain.
"Washington was caught out in H
On rising the following morning, he complained of a sore throat
He had evidently taken cold the preceding day. He omitted his usual
ride, and remained withindoors until
noon, when the clouds broke, and the
sun came out. He occupied himself
before dinner in marking some trees
on the lawn, between the mansion
r
and the
bank, that were
to be cut down; and with his compass and chain he traced out several
lines of improvements. A hoarseness
troubled him a little all day, and
grew worse after dinner; yet he re
garded it as very little importance
At twilight, It was quite distressing,
yet he was cheerful all the evening.
He sat in the parlor with Mrs. Washington, and Mr. Lear.
On his retiring, says Mr. Lear, 'I
observed to him that he had better
take something to remove the cold.'
He answered: No, you know I never
take anything for a cold. Let It go
as it came.
"Here is Mr. Lear's account of the
brief sickness and speedy death of
Between two and three
Washington:
o'clock on Satiir1ay morning, December 14, he awoke Mrs. Washington,
and told her that he was very unwell,
and had had an ague. She observed
and
that he could hardly speak,
breathed with difficulty, and would
have got up to call a servant; but he
would not permit her, least she
should take a cold. As Boon as the
day appeared, the woman (Caroline)
went into the room to make a fire,
and Mrs. Washington sent her immediately to call me. I got up, put on
my clothes as quickly as possible,
and went to his chamber. Mrs. Wash
Ington was then up, and related to me
his being ill, as before stated. I
found the general breathing 'with difficulty, and hardly able to utter a
He desired Mr.
word intelligibly.
Rawlins (one of the overseers) might
be sent for, to bleed him before the
doctor could arrive. I dispatched a
cember

14, 1910.

(A friend may care to um the lower coupon)

ithe

WHfcN GOING

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

servant for Rawlins and another for
Doctor Craik, and returned again to
the general's chamber, where I found
him in the same situation as I had
left him. A mixture of molasses,
vinegar and butter was prepared to
try its effects upon his throat; but he
could not swallow a drop. Whenever
he attempted it. he appeared to be
distressed, convulsed and almost suf
f0cated. Rawlins came in soon after
sunrjBe, and prepared to bleed him.
When the arm was ready, the general observing that Rawlins appeared
to be agitated, said, as well as he
could sneak: 'Don't be afraid.' And

THE FORUM

&

M.

,

the event with perfect resignation.
he
Tn the course of the afternoon,
aDneared t0 Be in CTeat pain and dis- tregg from the difnCUity of breathing,
nrt frRnuent v chanced his posture
in bed. On these occasions, I lay on
the bed, endeavored to raise him, and
turn him with as much ease as possible. He appeared penetrated with
gratitude for my attentions, and often said, I am afraid I shall fatigue
you too much; and on my assuring
him that I could feel nothing but a
wish to glv him ease, he replied,
well, it is a debt we must pay to each
other; and I hope, when you want aid
of this kind, you will find it. About
five o'clock, Dr. Craik came again into the room, and upon going to the
bedside, the "general said to him:
'Doctor, I die hara but I am not
afraid to go. My breath connot last
long. I believed, from my first attack, that I should not survive it'
The doctor pressed his hand, but
could not utter a word. Between
five and six o'clock. Doctors Dick,
Brown and Craik( went to the bed
side and Dr. Craik asked the general
if he could sit up in bed. He held
out his hand, and I raised him up.
He then said to the physicians: 'I
feel myself going. I thank you for
your attentions; but I pray you to
take no more trouble about me. Let
me go quietly. I cannot last long.'
They found that all which had been
done was without effect. He lay
down again, and all retired, but Dr.
Craik. About ten o'clock, he made
several attempts to speak to me before he could effect it. At length he
said: 'I am just going. Have me decently hurled; and do not let my body
be put into the vault in less than
three days after I am dead.' I bowed
assent, for I could not speak. He
then looked at me again, and said:
I replied
'Do you understand me?'
'yes'. Tis well', he said.
"About ten minutes before he expired, (which was between ten and
eleven o'clock) his breathing became
easier. He lay quietly; he withdrew
his hand from mine, and felt his own
pulse. I saw his countenance change.
I spoke to Dr. Craik, who sat by the
fire. He came to the bedside. The
general's hand fell from his wrist 1
took it in mine, and pressed it to my
bosom. Dr. Craik put his hands over
his eyes, and be expired without a
struggle or a Eigh. While we were

Brander Matthews says: "Mark Twain will be included in that group of writers headed
and Cervantes. With the exception of Count Tolstoi, Twain was the greatest of
recent modern writers and will be handed down to posterity through the trio of his works
by Moliere

'Huckleberry Finn, 'Tom Sawyer, and 'Pudd'nhead Wilson.' Twain is a greater stylist
than Stevenson or Thoreau, arid his 'Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg' is' one of the
finest works in English literature."

i

'"THERE are beautiful pictures by such artists as Brown, Frost,
Newell, Beard, Dielman, Smedley, Thulstrup, Clinedinst,
Mora, Weldon, Kemble, Gilbert, Du Mond, Merrill, Opper.
J9
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fixed In silent griet, Mrs. Washington,
who sat at the foot of the bed, asked
with a firm and collected voice: 'Is
he gone?' I could not speak, but held
up my hand, as a signal that he was
no more. Tls well, said she, 'all Is
over now. I shall soon folow him; I
have no more trials to pass through.'
Mrs. Washington died at- - Mount Vernon, on the 22nd of Mar, 1802, In the

"S. F. N. M.

seventy first year of her age."
Some years ago, I visited Mount'
Vernon, was In the room where the'
great soul passed away to God. I al-so saw the two sarcophaguses, In
which the great Father of his country
and his beloved Martha, sleep the last
good
quiet sleep of death. Every
American should make that holy pilbetter
grimage. I cannot conclude
1

J

to um the upper coupon)
14"

12

than by quoting the following beautiful eloquent tribute by the mighty
Webster: "America has furnished to
the world the character of Washing- Anrl ;i our institutions had
tmi
done nothing else, that alone would
have entitled them to the respect of
"

mankind."
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woowd, "TH
twang MaaStr, I have come to 41

pT
Dr,

vtuutr to

PP6ID8

oxpohdw

A. M. Worthlngton

of Harvanf

has announced wittily to the world
phtad the hood of your daughter.
Banker 8lrl What do you mean. that the "kiss germ" Is a' myth. Apro-- '
rou yotmg
poe of this happy announcement, Dr.
Young Man Her hand, sir, to the Worthlngton said at a dinner In Boa-jtoprice of my silence.
Banker My! My! This Insolence
"So they who frown on the kiss are
la unbearable.
George, call a polloe- - too exclusive. They are, in fact, aa
n:

Toung Man One moment, sin Ton
mistake. I know nothing of yonr
and do not for a moment lmag-;tn- e
that you have been guilty of any
.
wrong-doingThe silence I allude to
Ifa of another sort. I am the young
'man who practises on the comet In
khe house next door.
Banker Oh! Take her, my son, and
ibe happy.
j

Couldn't Manage It
The doctor had looked at the patient's tongue, taken his temperature,
felt his pulse, and was at the point
of leaving the room, when he paused
to say to the sick man's wife:
"Madam, la addition to your giving
the medicine I have prescribed I wish
yon would see that every morning
yonr husband gets a shower bath."
The woman looked worried. "But,
doctor," she propounded,
anxiously,
what am I goln' to do the momln's
we don't have no showers V

bad as old Dr. Thompson of Cambridge

HER LITTLE JOKE.

I

THE PHILANTHROPIST.

Ttie aeroplane
Will never sway
The woriJ like plugs
Of yesterday.
Toung couples will
Not mount their kites
And go

"Dr. Thompson thought that Cam-- I
bridge was the finest university In the
world. Her rival, Oxford, he despised
and abominated.
"Once, at a dinner, a lady said to
to the exclusive old man:
" 'I understand, air, that the attend,
anoe at Oxford has fallen off tremendously. How do you account for it,

They were seated on a bench In the j when I came In?"
he heard footsteps and,
"I haven't any Idea."
looking up, remarked:
"Didn't
you listen to her?"
"Have a good look at this chap.
"Yea, but I couldn't make it out" ! FOR RENT
He's a great philanthropist."
"Why, was she talking In a foreign Chapelle St.
Immediately
interested, she asked
?"

park, when

sky-hiki-

Through the nights.
Not when a hug,
A saueeze. a kiss
Would send them hurtling

A
Feed.
The husky hobo bad Just Bat down
to the old farmhouse kitchen opposite
the first square meal he had seen
for a month.
"After you have finished eating,"
said the kind lady who was doing the
hostess act, "I shall expect you to
do some work In the garden."
Iflrr
time lz it now?" queried the
"It must be due,' said Dr. Thomp-- h. "Wot
h.
son, gruffly, to the Increase of emlgra.
"Half past 2," answered the lady.
Hon among the lower classes.' "
"Shore I'll do de garden work fer
Mr. Tellitt Wright Just then
youse after I finish eatin', ma'am,"
a
Particular.
rejoined the hungry traveler "dat lz, squall came up and our boat Bail was
torn to ribbons.
Model I sit a good deal for the ef dere's enny moon
Miss Kidder- Ah! I see a remnant
burst, you know,
sail.
Artist For the T
Horrible.
Model Oh, some people calls H
"Brown makes me tired!"
"bust," but I think that's so vulgar.- "Well, what's the matter with
The ByBtander.
ANOTHER FOOZLE.
Brown?"
"He Invited me to go fishing and
A CHANCE TO PROVE IT.
promised that he would furnish all

j

Long-Distan-

"Naw, all he furnished was the
hooks and lines, and I was twenty-fou- r
hours without a drink."

HI tit)

present"
"Is old Gotrox generous
INTEREST.

with

daughter?"

"Very; he allows her
for divorce money."
On a
"Oh, Maud,

JtO.OOO

8tone Seat

what shall

we

his

a year

call

this

rock?"
I breathed, and touched her shoulder.
"Oh, Lawd! Augustus William Jones,
Why not a little boulder?"
Harvard Lampoon.

Why do you persist in reseating that awful scandal about
Myrtle

7
Grace
at golf?
Maud

Did Helen

ever get a prize

'

f

SKLRCT TABLE BOARD Home
cooking. $1 per day. Aiso beautifully
furnifibed front room, suitable for two
gentlemen. Rath, Electric lights. Mrs.
Summers, 113 Don 'Jaspar Ave.

'

TYPEWRITERS
New
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired.
Ribbons and sup--.
piateutg furnished.
lilies. Typewriters sold, exchanges
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
All repair work and ypewrlters guarirt ed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Phone Black 231.

i

-

(0137S0.)

"Now, what's the matter?" asked
mamma.
It's Tommy," he
"Why, boo-ho"He's making
shrieked, plaintively.
faces at me."
"Well," exclaimed mamma, "dldnt
I tell you not to play with Tommy?"
he sobbed, "I ain't play-Iwith him. He's over In his yard
makin' faces at me."
"Oh, well," said his mamma, "can't
you make faces at him?"
,
I did," walled
Willie, "but he's so much homelier 'an
me that he skins me every time."

Well, she thought so until

she married him.

j

j

j

HIS BAD HABIT.

ill

j

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

"See here, I gave you a dime last

"Minks plays golf
to be a professional."
"Yes, I suggested
says nothing would
work so hard in hot

so well be ought

week!"

"Yes, sir; I'm afraid dat in me bet
it to him, but he ter days I got inter de habit of eatin'
Induce him to twicet a week!"
weather."
Giving It Anyhow.

SURE THING.

Coal Land Jeraez Fo'est.
Jeweler Here's an engagement ring
Small Holding Claim No. 437J
for $10. Special service, $10
g
Department of the Interior,
Man What do you mean by
United States Land Office,
special service?
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Jeweler When the young lady
Notice is hereby given that the Jol
In
find
to
out
rt
of
value
tbe
drops
lowlng-nameclaimant has filed no- we'll tell her from $6u to $30.
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his c'am under
sections 1G and 17 of the act of March
8hooting.
The bods are shooting while I smite
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
The parlor rug another whack,
tbe act of February 21. 1S93 (27 StaU,
Th stars are shooting every night
4701, and that said proof will be made
JlbA pains are shooting up my back.
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. 8. CI.
Comr., at Culm, N. M., on December J6
NERVE.
11910. viz: Maurlclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
"Let me sell you a galvanized hat- - N. M., for the claim 4372 In Sec. 7,
'T. 20 N., R. 1 V and Sec. 12. T. 20
rack," began the nervy peddler.
"Got a dozen hatracks now," growled N., R. 2 W.. N. M. P. M.
the grouchy suburbanite.
He names the following witnesses
whisk to prove his actual continuous adverse
"How about a combination
broom and toothbrush?"
possession of said tract for twenty
"One In the garret"
years next preceding the survey of the
"Let me show you an ostrich Incu- township, viz:
bator."
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez,
"Get away from here or I'll mop the Sam
Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
floor up with you."
Cuba. N. M.
And then the agent opened his yelAny person who deslrea to protest
low satchel.
the allowance of said proof,
against
strenuous
"Why, my dear s,j, such
or
of any substantial reaknows
who
inexercise on a warm day Is highly
son
laws and regulatlous
the
under
jurious. Let me sell you one of the of the Inferior
Department why such
greatest floor mops In seven states ''
be
But just then the bulldog got loose. proof should iot be allowed will
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
Bate Canard.
the witnesses of said claimant,
Spring chickens were scarce and and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
they had killed the ancient game cock that submitted by claimant
for Sunday dinner.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
"Ah," said the old farmer, reverentRegister.
ly, "this certainly was a game chicken. In fact, be was the bravest in two
CERTIFICATE REEXTENDING
states."
CHARTER.
The star boarder glared at tbe carcass of the deceased fowl.
Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller of the Cur"If I only had an ax," he mumbled.
"And what would you do with an
rency.
ax?" demanded the farmer, curiously.
Washington, D. C.,. Dec. 2, 1010.
"I'd assassinate the man that startWhereas, by satisfactory eviilence
ed that expression: 'The bravest are presented to the undersigned, it baa
the tenderest.'"
been made to appear that THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
located In the City of Santa Fe, in tho
HIS USE OF MONEY.
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the Act of Congress "to enable National Banking Associations to extend their corporate
existence, and for other purposes,"
approved July 12, 18S2, as amended
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, LAWRENCE
O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the CurI
nartfeiB
rency, do hereby certify that THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF S ANTA
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe,
in the County of Santa Fe, am! Territory of New Mexico, is authorized to
have succession for the period specified in its amended articles of iissocla-tion- :
namely, until close of business
on December 2, 1930.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF witness my hand and Seal of oOice this
second day of December, 1910.
LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
"I wouldn't want all dat money at
Comptroller of the Currency.
extra-Youn-

DIFFERENT.

Does our advice
Do you much good?
Tou ought to get
Tour winter wood.

Finding a New Ending.
"I suppose you will end your booh
usual, 'And tey lived happily ever
afterward.' "
"Not a bit of it I will say: 'They
are now happily married, but no man,
knows what a day may bring forth.
The author, however, hopes for the
v
best' "
--

tm

t

Looks That Way.
"I guess no poet's wife ever reads
the stuff he turns out."
"What makes you think that?"
"Well, I've heard that they don't,
and I have just read where the wife of
Le Gallienne says he never bored her
for five minutes so she certainly
to never read his stuff."

To Fit the Space.
"I like the house, all right," said
the prospective tenant of the suburban place, "but the front yard is so
Cheap Thinking.
awfully small. Why. there isn't even
Model I think I shall spend a week room for a single flower bed."
In Paris.
Politician Do you ever expect
"Well," replied the agent "you
Artist How the dickens can you af- er might put In a folding bed."
get back all the money you paid to be
ford to do that?
elected?
Very Particular.
Model I can't, but I can afford to
Senator Oh! yes! I'm going to
"Yes, sir, meat is going even higher
It.
Advertising
think I will.
an investigation of the Doetn than it now is, you can take
my word
"I know a man who has such a tal- start
JUST AS IT COMES.
for it; I know what I am talking about
ent for parting fools from their money Gude Trust Company next week.
and I weigh my words."
that it has become second nature to
Pourln down sunshine,
"I don't mind your weighing your
him."
Pourln' down rain;
WHOLESALE COUPLING
words, but it does make me tired to
"You don't say so!"
Pourln' down sweetness,
see you weighing hour hand along with
Pourin' down pain:
"Why, the very vines on his wall
Just as it comes and lust as It goes.
a piece of
meat."
are suckers."
Give me the thorn or give me the rose.

j

i

mi

'n
'

wcranii

Some Better Than Usual.
"So she married Jack Skadds! Last;
time I saw her she was throwing herself at the head of his brother."
"Well, that's pretty good throwing;
for a woman; she hit a member of the
family she allied at"

oncet."

(Seal)
"Why not?"
" 'Cause I'm afraid $500 worth of Ice Charter
cream would make me sick."

Lasting Pood.
"I read m the paper last night," said
the boarding house lady, "that blnefish
on the New England coast last ISO
days."
"Why don't you try one for breakfast some day?" asked the thin board?
er. "That looks as If It would be

cheaper than prunes."
HIS IDEA.

frits Fate.
"What's the matter with that infant
Industry Jingles persuaded you to

.

cat-H-

j& Co.

boo-lioo-

Spoke by the Card.
Teacher "Now, children, who was
the great queen who traveled so far
to see King Solomon? (No answer.)
Come, I'm sure some of you know.
Her name begins with S."
Bright Boy "I know, miss. It was
the queen of spades."

Poorin' down gladness,
Point In His Favor.
Pourln' down gloom;
Marjorle Pm trying to find out If Pourin' down
has been a failure at nearly
"Griggs
sadness,
CheM is any truth in It
Pourin down bloom;
everything."
as
rt
comes from day to day.
jTust
"Bo he has; but you will have to
The stormy path or the primrose way.
give him credit for one thing."
The Milkmaid Explains.
"And what is that?"
"What are yon doing, my pretty malar Pourln down heartache,
Pourin down cheer;
"He has never said he could make
Tm watering the milk, kind sir," she Pourin
down cloudy,
said.
a fortune raising poultry."
Pourln down clear;
!"Biit Isn't that wrong, my pretty maid?"
Just as It comes from the skies above.
Tm drowning the microbes, sir," she The
said.
grief and the gloom, or the laugh and
the love.
Verifying the Proverb.
The young mice were having a gay
Much the Same.
time.
Bobby's Kick.
Little Willie Say, pa. Is there any
"Where's your chaperon?" asked a
"Why is it you and your brother shocked observer.
idlfference between a trust and a moBilly are on such bad terms?" asked
nopoly?
"The old cat! She's away," they
Pa Not much, my son. When a girl the caller.
said. "That's why we're playing."
"Oh, he's cornered the kiss marfeels that she can trust a young man
she Is apt to want a monopoly on ket" pouted Bobby.
Not Even for a Bon Mot.
"The kiss market?"
him.
"Now," said the coy and kittenish
"Yes. Ill tell you how It la. You
see, we have six sisters and each lady to the pert professional humorist
In Like Condition.
sister has a beau. Well, Billy makes she met on the beach, "don't you go
me
Lend
a
Pemberton
,
five, will five of the beaus give him a nickel writing Jokes on my bathing suit."
am
I
dead
broke,
"I couldnt," he replied. "There
fon, Coplelgh;
every time they kiss the girls, and
j
Coplelgh Sorry, old chap, bat Tm all he's left for me is
room."
Molly's beau, isn't
X&tauy iracrurea myBeii.
and he is so cheap he only gives three
cents a kiss, and then he only kisses
The Visitor.
Poor Man.
her about onoe a week. 'Nough to Poor Henpeok never will be free,
Bald the little tot,
A she chewed her mittens!
turn a fellow an anarchist."
He never will, alack I
ave
"Ma Bays you're a
For all his children are the kind
you any kittens?"
That button up the took.
Partners In Misery.
A Mixed Example.
The short man sighed. "My wife Is
A Touohlng Affair.
"It certainly is a marvel that Jaggs, painfully fussy," he said. "She makes
I see that by using a
Griggs
Its drunk as he was. came out of that me put on slippers as soon as I en- stethoscope and a sensitive telephone
without
a ter the house for fear 111 scratch the
accident
automobile
from
Way, with persons suffering
polished floors."
scratch."
heart troubles, physicians can keep In
bitterThe
of
the
man
tall
nodded
"Yes; another example
sympatheticalbetter touch with their patlenta.
ly. "My wife la fussier than that," he
sweet mixture in life."
Diggs I wonder if the doctor will
aid.
"When I'm buttoning her best touch
"How so?"
them harder or oftener- - Tan"Because, being so plokled, be was waist she makes me wash my hands kers Statesman
.
alter every button!"
et prfaarveHJl

nrace?

j

n'

d

any-way!-

j

FOR RENT Six room furnished
hous
best location in town. Lease
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson

Notice for Publication.

EXPLANATION.

FRIENDLY

j

102

FOR RENT Furnished Tent house
for housekeeping, ICO Garcl w

j

Clever.
young man who wants to
marry ypu, Clara what do you know
about him?"
"I'll be frank with you, papa, I
know little or nothing. I met him at
the seaside In June and from the very
first I felt that I could love him."
"But you are taking great chances,
my dear. He may be an adventurer.
Isn't there any special thing that com- mends him In addition to his regard
for you?"
"Yes, papa. He told me that he ln-- I
tended to model his business career
on your own ambitious rise and
success."
"Hum. Send him to my office to-- i
morrow, my dear."
Handicapped,

Inviting a Continuous Performance.
Hewligus Amanda, I Bee you've left
the Ice card in the front window
again.
Mrs. Hewligus I know It, Absalom,
and unless the Iceman brings us bigger chunks for 50 pounds than he's
bringing now, I'm going to leave it up
all the time.

Auto Agent (addressing crowd on
corner) I tell you, gentlemen, the
horse must go.
Colored Man (rear of crowd) Den
Grace Did Gladys marry for loveT
Helen Oh! no. She Is too well bred yo' is Jes de man I wanter see. I'se
got de balkiest horse dat ever stood
for that
still around de corner. Now Is de
ohanoe tar come around en prove what
The Return Gift
yo said.
X met a show
girl, blonde and bright,
As lively aa a kitten,
True to Life.
t rave her on her acts a hand.
Redd He had a picture painted of
But she gave me the mitten.
that bay horse of his.
Greene The balky one?
The Modern Way.
"Yes."
A couple of young men on the Mar"Was It natural?"
ket street viaduct the other evening "Sure thing! Why, when the artist
cffered a new version of an old saw. touched It up it never moved."
After they had passed a couple of
Jack Meet me here tomorrow night
damsels one of the young
and I'll take you around and introduce
GENEROUS MAN.
men took the stand at the curb and
you to my flnaucee.
fazed up and down the bridge.
Fred Oh! You mean your fiancee.
"What are you looking for?" in
Jack I mean Just what I said. She
quired his companion.
Is worth $200,000 in her own right
to
the
the
Pointing
girls,
young man answered: 'Tin trying to
see a white
automobile."
Fame.
Youngs.
town Telegram.
"Why seek tor fame, ambitious youth?
The world too often forgets the wise."
Be answered, "I do so, In sooth.
Because It pays to advertise."
The Weeds Return.
"
"Confound these election beta,
grumbled Harker.
Everything In the Wash.
"Lose heavily?" inquired his friend.
"Family all back from the summer
"No, I won ten boxes of cigars and
trip?"
"Yes."
they were so rank I sold the whole lot
Co the corner tobacconist for a dollar.'
"I hear your wife la confined to
"Well, you made a dollar, anyway."
her room. What does the doctor say?"
"Yes, but that is not the worst of it.
"We haven't employed a doctor.
The laundress promises to have her
My wife saw the boxes in the window
narked 'A Bargain, $2,' and bought
out in about four days."
the whole lot to give me as a birth-ida- y

j

Furnished room,

FOR RENT Thn'O furnished rooms
Cause for Joy.
"What has happened? You seem to all modern conveniences, 316 Grant.
be particularly cneerful."
FOR SALE Tows, horses and wag"My wife has succeeded In getting
raady to eo away this year without on. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 40t
buying a new trunk,"
(Jallsteo St

"This

j

"w;

j

She was talking to

WISE JEWELER.

j

the tackle."
"Well, didn't he do it?"

"No, domestic.

the baby."

I

-

j

tongue

for further particulars.
"He spends his life," he said, "In assisting his fallen brothers and sisters.
He raises them when they are down.
They Btretch their bards appeallngly
to him, and bruised and crushed humanity cling to htm, sure of help."
"Oh, what a good man! Whoever Is
he?" she asked, breaLhlessly.
"Oh, he Is the instructor at the skating ring," was the answer.

."

HER.

WANTS

Who Knows?

"What was your wife talking about

university.

t

BENEATH

pqwa

PAGE SEVEr,

11.

in?"
"I don't exactly know, but I am
afraid It has Infant paralysis."

$4.05

LAS VEGAS
AND RETURN

Educational
Association IVleeting
Dec 27th to29ih 1910

Rev. Dr. Jolnem Yes, sir, I marry trip.
about 50 couples a week, right here in
this parsonage.
Alas, No.
Visitor Parsonage? I should call
.Flgg You should pay as you go,
It the Union depot
Fogg My landlady won't let me.
Out.

Holding
The Bright Girl What to It yon like
Swawphurst is the most
"That fellow is a greater strategist
so much about golf?
unhealthy place In the world. Since than Napoleon ever was."
The Dull Man Why, er er It
we have lived there my wife can
"As to how?"
scarcely speak above a whisper.
"He got a $2 raise of salary a year makes me think of something to talk
Henpeckke Geel Do you suppose ago and hasn't told his wifo about it about, without er er having to think
up something to talk about, don't you
I could get a house out there?
yet
know.

Out of the Ordinary.
Pa's Observation.
The. Druggist What was the most
Little Willie Say, pa, what to an
remarkable case you ever encountered 'Ideal wife and an Ideal husband?
In your practise?
Pa An Ideal wife and an ideal husThe Doctor That or a mossenger
my son, are two of a kind thai
band,
boy who died of hasty consumption.
.seldom make a pair.

Nn. 1767.

New Hexico

The Modern Way.
"Let us fly," said the young man to
tbe girl of his dreams.
But they were not planning an elopement, only an aviation honeymoon

Has Advantages.

Extension

account of

st

Subbubs

No. 1750.

His Industry.
There is on thing about a honey boy
Am plain M plain can bei
When he finds the pretty girls around
Be gets busy as a bee.

A fare and one fifth for the
round triphas been authoriz. i
from all points in New Mexico
including, Trinidad and EI
I'aso.
Dates of SaleDec. 2(th, to 2lth.
Return LimitJanuary 2nd, lull.

Side Ride to

Santa Fe, from
Las Vegas,

$3.35
FROM LAMY 75c,
FOR THE ROUND TRIP
"SANTA FE AH The WAY"

fHE

PAGE EICHT,

SANTA

i'E NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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husband Is a cousin of Emil. Otto, eral forces during the late civil war.
John and Henry Mann and of Mrs.
Read twice and referred to the comMINOR CITY TOPICS
all of Albuquerque.
mittee on war claims.
Also a bill, that the Secretary of
Elect Officers The Royal Highland-erplcrtpH tlin fnllmvine officers last the Interior be authorized and directnight: R. L. Baca, illustrious protec- ed to place on the pension roll the
N
Denver,
Colo., Dec. 14.
Gives the Best Light at Any Price
tor; Eloisa Delgado, chief councillor; name of Juan Francisco Griego, late
The forecast is fair weather
1A. P. Hill, worthy evangel; Jennie H. of Company A, First Regiment New
When you pay more than the Rayo
X tonight and Thursday with not
Dnd Tin V
HTAV;nn Tr.l..iAA(
, UlUUkCCI TnFantrv
Delgado, secretary; . v. ...... P. Delga- - j lucAHJU
luiauuj,
X much range in temperature.
price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
The installation will him a pension at the rate of thirty-fivdo. treasurer
decorations that cannot add to the quality
dollars per montn in lieu oi inai ne
We Lead in High Grade Cutlery
of the light. You can't pay for a better
t
Fine New Sign The Santa Fe is now receiving Read twice and re- Henckels and Cattaraugus at GOE
light, because there is none. An oil light
Trail Curio Company is displaying a f erred to the committee on Invalid
BELS.
has the least effect on the human eye, and
' - .....
fu
41...
no
aa
it ... Pensions.
nonv. titj ...
new OIKM luai, la do oftlofir.
uew
the
id
'
Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
iew rieia a uruii
lias
riovel The new store in the Claire
Delegate Andrews has secured penday Dying lrom tne rostomee nag Building is. attracting practically all sions for the following persons and
though low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
staff.
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
the trade in the curio business. It amounts:
Dr. F. C Bakes, oculist, of Albuquer
you get a more costly lamp, you can't
N.
John Hammann, Elizabethtown,
.
que, will receive patients at the
1
tt
get a better iignt tnan tne wnire, mcuow,ed
8,
that
tl evfnintf' th,,s pr0Vms
M.. $20 per month from October
Claire hotel from Dec. 19 to 22, inclu- diffused, unflickering light of the
to
$280.
1909,
ipays
gi
Rayo.
more accept
$17,
a
Fort
could
Nicolas
Bayard,
mae
what
Griego,
FOUND Bunch of keys. Owner
This seaHas a strong, durable
November 6, 1910.
Me r appropriate Christmas gift,
from
and
ad.
same
this
can have
addff to the strength and appearance.
by paying
burner
son's
Dionicio Parra, Las Cruces, $15,
!ful ' eery man and woman than a
Made of solid brass, nickeled, and easily polished.
property.
1910.
The
A Welcome Arrival-- Mr.
and Mr.. hundred raTed calling cards? fas-- from November 19,
Once a Rayo User, Always One
Lew E. Uland, Fort Bayard, $24,
i? ai,
nf n,,,,
are 'New Mexican can suit the most
If not at yours, write far dtscripttvt
Dealers Everyuheri.
1910.
from November 5,
in this 1Ine,,ruinv In th nearest flRCV Ot the
rejoicing over the arrival of a baby)""0113
Francisco Ortega, Las Vegas, $15,
i
Mesilla Valley harms aoia itev.
Continental Oil Company
girl
from October 24. 1910.
J- Cf
pnrcnaFranc's
(Incorporated
Reward of Merit- -J. T. Sandoval.,
$12,
Luciano Romero, San Patricio,
the W. E.
place at Anthony.
has received the first merit button
$400.
October
1907,
4,
from
for
acre
50
a
Dona Ana county,
tract,
for securing new members for the
Fred Harden, Fort Bayard, $24,
$5,000. and will cultivate the land
Brotherhood of American Yeomen.
November 7, 1910.
from
tract
acre
20
a
men who journeyed here in a private rnlnnv in San Antonio will this year
is
made
sale
Another
and
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose
"WagV.
Ratcliffe
de
car. The treatment by medicine is be double over that of last year,
G.
W.
Salazar,
Catalina
Mrs.
near Anthony, which
said in
be
can
that
best
winthe
1910.
thing
the
a
in
material
aided
which on Mound, $12, from August 22,
degree by
hP at thfi Pnlnne lintel. December 15. nns Purchased for $1650 and
is that all of those perMrs. Maria D. R. de Martinez, Wag- ter climate. To leave the cold winter this connection
he will cultivate.
16 and 17. Hours 2 to 5 p. m.
sons who had the good judgment and
where
come
here
and
north
the
laiu.
in
from
lb,
April
H.
on Mound, $12,
Grand Cnaticellor Coming Hugh
a
Here January 1 Michael Stanton
uona aua, the temperature is as high as on an fortune to spend the winter here
of thej Jose Maria Ramirez,
back."
are
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
Kflb.

SUGAK

:

FOR Sl.00
60c.
45c.

STRICTLY FRESH (ANDREWS RANCH) Dz,
GUARANTEED FRESH KANSAS FARM Dz.
Dz.
FRESH COLO. RANCH

EGGS

35c

A

e

i

PURE

LAKD- --

31b.

75c

50c-5- 1b.

BACON 20 24- and 30c lb.
DRY SALT BACON lb. 15c

101b.

1,45

- 201b.

14, 191a

2.85

PREMIUM HAMS 20c lb.

low-pric-

I
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EAT AND OUR
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CHRISTMAS
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invite you to inspect what we offer.
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LEFTOVERS

Larue Assortment of Tags, Seals
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PERFUMERY. FOUNTAIN
KODAKS
and FANCY
PIPES.
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CANDIES.
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STATIONERY,

T0ILET BOXES,
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SURGEON'S

F00fBRrCE
AN EFFECTIVE

RELIEF FOR MEN AND WOMEN WHO SUFFER

$1-2-

FOOT DISCOMFORT

JOHN

248 San Francisco St.

satisfaction ASSURED
CUSS CORRICK'S HACK UNEJSJ
SE

For Hire at
Popular Prices

U-0-

I

3-

i

FIRST

?l-0-
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FLUEGER

Shoe Specialist

l!
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ARUh SUFPOUT,
FKATH
M'onderful invention lor lallen arch, worn
In ordinary shoes,
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Baggies and Saddle Horses

j
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everyone of oujr friends and
patrons to accept our MERRY CHRISTMAS
We Want

As a personal one.. We wish it were

now, you can near often on during

possible for us to take each and every
one by the hand and extend the

pliments of tne season.
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CHRIST-

Xmas.

Turn to this store for relief.

Every

man's

Xmas.
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7

over this list and see
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strike something that you know will

also, our readiness for

be "JUST THE THING."

the Holiday trade.
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SMOKING JACKETS,
OVERCOATS,
RAINCOATS,
FANCY VESTS,

saying,

line of goods we carry, offers a sug-

FOR ALL.

the Season to our host of friends,

we announce,

that old

THING TO GIVE

We can't do

this, but we have a HEARTY
MAS GREETING

the day,

com-

UNDERWEAR,
UMBRELLA,
HAT,
CAP.

HOSIERY,
BATH ROBE,
SHIRTS,
DRESS SHIRTS,

NECKWEAR,
GLOVES,
SUSPENDERS,
PAJAMAS.

"hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at its best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE.
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